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Abstract
This is a Family Literacy Program set up for second grade students and their families. The project
includes thirty-six books and activities for the students to take home every Friday of the school year. The
activities include both the student and the adults in the home. The picture books are both narrative and
expository and written in a variety of genres. The book reviews are included for each book to show their
quality. The adults are given support from the school through newsletters, a web page, family nights, and
an initial home visit. The adults are encouraged to become part of the classroom by sharing a book with
the class or by volunteering to listen to students read.
The goal of the program is to get families reading and spending time together. This family time will help
the child increase his or her learning.
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Abstract

This is a Family Literacy Program set up for second grade students and their
families. The project includes thirty-six books and activities for the students to take
home every Friday of the school year. The activities include both the student and the
adults in the home. The picture books are both narrative and expository and written in a
variety of genres. The book reviews are included for each book to show their quality.
The adults are given support from the school through newsletters, a web page, family
nights, and an initial home visit. The adults are encouraged to become part of the
classroom by sharing a book with the class or by volunteering to listen to students read.
The goal of the program is to get families reading and spending time together.
This family time will help the child increase his or her learning.
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Family Literacy

Introduction:

1
Description of the Family Literacy Program

This program is designed to encourage parent involvement in the student's
reading during the thirty-six weeks of school. Parents will be playing the role of
teacher and student as support is provided by the classroom teacher. The support
includes planned activities with each book to help with comprehension. Reading
strategies will be sent home for the parents to try with their children, and three times a
year parents will attend a workshop (see Appendix A for strategy samples). A web
page, and weekly newsletter will also be available to help educate and answer
questions.
There are weekly books and activities for thirty-six weeks of school. The
activities are focused on gaining comprehension. The literature chosen has all been
reviewed for appropriate grade level and quality in a variety of genres. The books are
available through our Area Education Agency and the library due to financial reasons.
I plan to work on getting grants for next year to purchase more books for the program.
There is an incentive for students to read these books and others on their own.
Students will be expected to keep a log of books they read each quarter. The log will
document the book title, date, summary, and a signature of the person who
participated with the student (see Appendix B for reading log sample). If the student
makes the twenty-one book goal in the nine weeks, they get a free book.
The reason I chose this project is because I know that parents are their child's
biggest influence, and I believe reading as a family helps improve reading ability. This
is my second year in second grade, and I've been sending home stories from their
basal reading books for the family to read together. Many parents showed a great
interest in this, and I decided I wanted to expand the program.
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Why Family Literacy is an Important Part of the Curriculum
A school day just isn't long enough with all the interruptions to get the
curriculum covered well. Parents, or people who care for the children are the child's
first teacher. An adult and child who interact with a book by pointing and responding
in a relaxing environment, are in a very natural process sometimes called the lap
technique (McCracken & McCracken 1972). These experiences affect the child's
literacy development. A popular belief is that most children who are early readers
come from parents with a college education. A literacy-rich environment and adult
interaction, not the parent's education, affects a child's ability to read.
Many theorists and philosophers in early childhood development agree that the
physical environment is key to learning and literacy development. Froebel (1974)
described real life environments that children do very well in. He also created nursery
books because he felt that even from a very early age children should never be left too
long by themselves without something stimulating. Piaget (1969) found that children
acquire knowledge by interacting with the world or environment. Pestalozzi (1894)
believed in the natural unfolding of childhood, but he also knew the important role of
the home and the "mother's knee" in early education of the child.
an active organism who learned through play and living.

He saw the child as

Vygotsky (1981) believes

that learning takes place in early childhood when the child gets the opportunity to
explore and interact with adults.
All of these theorists and philosophers agree that children need a literacy rich
environment and adults who will help stimulate their minds. Teachers have to find a
way to help make the home environment more literature rich. They also have the job
of educating parents on ways to increase a child's learning and literacy development.
Parents want to know what they can do to help their child improve in reading.
Research shows that children who are read to regularly have a larger vocabulary,
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quality of vocabulary awareness, and better comprehension of text (Greaney, 1980).
Reading together as a family is one of the best ways parents can help their child.
Children should be encouraged to read everyday. The reading should be at a level
that doesn't demand a lot of effort, and should be highly appealing books. Parents are
usually willing to help work with their children at home as long as the activity has a
reasonable length of time required to accomplish it.
The comprehension activities were created because of the importance of
focusing on meaning. Children who read without grasping the meaning are really not
reading at all (e.g., Wixson & Lipson, 1991). Fluency is equated with speed and
accuracy rather than comprehension when often the best readers in the class read so
quickly that no one has any idea what was read. Reading something multiple times
increases the comprehension on each rereading.
The goal of my Family Literacy Program is to make the children's home a more
literacy rich environment, encourage the children to read or be read to more often, and
help educate the parents to be their child's number one teacher through literacy
activities that are at the appropriate reading level and require a reasonable length of
time to finish. Students will also read or listen to the literature several times to
increase their comprehension of the text. The readings will begin with a fifth grade
student reading it to the students in a small group. Next at home, the parent and child
will read it aloud. At school the students will discuss the reading in small groups, and .
finally the teacher will read it aloud to the small groups.

I

I
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The Process of Creating A Family Literacy Program

Creating the Family Literacy Program and putting it together took lots of time
and thought. I started out by listing the six themes and the literature used in our basal

[

by Houghton Mifflin. The themes were: (1) Pet Show Today! (2) Be a Nature

I

Detective (3) Good Friends (4) Family Photos (5) That's Incredible (6) Tell Me a
Tale. I took into consideration the titles our Area Education Agency (A.E.A.) had, to cut

!

down on the cost for the district. Then I started browsing through book lists and

I

marking some that went with the themes. For example, Arthur's New Puppy by Marc
Brown was a book chosen for Pet Show Today because it follows the theme, is at the

I

appropriate reading level, and is a quality book according to Best Books for Children
(Gillespie, 1998).

I

The criteria used by Best Books for Children:

I

1. examined and evaluated by the editor for availability, up-to-dateness, accuracy,
usefulness, and relevance of the book
2. reviews from annual bibliographies such as Children's Books (New York Public
Library)
3. reviews from periodicals such as Booklist: Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books; Horn Book; and School Library Journal
Next I went to a large book store to read through the books. This way I could

i

give my own opinion of the books. I came up with some to add and take away from the
list. I checked to make sure the books went well with the theme, was at an appropriate
reading level for a majority of the students, and had content that was interesting and
well written.

It wasn't long before I realized that there was too much great literature to limit
myself to what the A.E.A. had. The dilemma ... Do I go with the literature the kids would

,

,
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really enjoy, but the district would never buy, or do I stay realistic and use literature that
I could borrow? I went ahead and put together my fantasy list and added up how
much it would cost to buy a copy for each student. My total was $4500.00!! This threw
me back to reality, and I decided that I needed to do some more thinking.
As I was driving in my car I had a great idea! My program is set up to have six
books in each theme, so why not have all six books going home with the students and
rotate each Friday for the six weeks? This would mean that I would only need four of
each book rather than 24 of each book. That idea would knock $4000.00 off and still
have the literature I wanted. My problems were solved until the next day. How would I
ever get $500.00 out of our tight budget?
Maybe I could find a grant for the literature. I searched the web for literature
grants, and there were quite a few that looked promising. The problem was that the
deadlines were past for this year, but I went ahead and printed out some forms to work
on for next year.
It came to me while I was out jogging ... ! could use the public library. I've asked
for duplicate books before, and they were always able to use the library loan system.
That idea knocked off another $500.00. Now there would be no problem asking for
$0.00 and creating a great literature program from it. Districts like it that way.
I decided that I could show one fifth grade student how to read the book and
explain the activity for each of the six groups. They would explain the same book for
the six week rotation.
Even though I had worked so hard to save the district money, I went ahead and
purchased one copy of each book on my own. I felt it would be necessary for me to
have them if I wanted to write up activities. As I was purchasing books online, I
realized that some companies have book reviews available for their books. This was a
great help and relief to be able to have access to this valuable information.
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When I teach I like using a curriculum that is organized with everything you
need at your fingertips. With this in mind I started deciding how I wanted to organize
my materials. I decided that using two large binders would allow room for the books,
the reviews, and the activities. If you open up the binder to your book you will find
everything you need behind it.
The literature list was finalized, the books review complete, and the financial
part under control. It was time to start planning home activities to go along with the
literature. I used my own knowledge and several books to help choose appropriate
activities (see references p. 47 for the books with activity ideas). I typed forms to be
completed with directions to be followed.
Typing up1 the activities was fun. I know as this program goes on I will
make changes as I figure out what works and what doesn't. This has been a very
rewarding project, and I feel like I've learned so much by working on it. This project
has made me excited and confident enough to start working on our science and social
studies curriculum.

I
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Year Overview:

I. Week before school starts
Meet with families to explain program and hand out the first book

I

I,

II. Friday's activities and books are to be returned by the following Friday
As students return books they share their activity or part of the book to the
class
Ill. Family Fun Nights (3 Nights during the year)
Parents receive information and support while students do an activity, the
second half of the evening is an activity for both parents and students.
IV. Parental Support and involvement throughout the year
Weekly newsletter
Family Fun Nights
Web page
Initial home visit
Parents sign up at fun night to read or share information to the class

V. Document students' growth
Running records each quarter
Reading log after each book

VI. Program Evaluation
Parents and students will evaluate the program at each fun night
Teachers involved will evaluate the program

I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

f
I

I

I
I
I
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Children's Literature Bibliography
This is a bibliography of the literature used in the program. Titles marked (AEA)
represent titles available through the Area Education Agency. A list of additional
books for these themes are found in (Appendix K).

Theme I:

Pet Show Today!

August 17, 2001-September 21, 2001

Brown, M. (1993). Arthur's new puppy. New York: Little Brown & Company.
Hoff, S. (1958). Danny and the Dinosaur. New York: Harper Trophy. (AEA)
Keats, E. (1972). Pet show! New York: Aladdin.
Kellogg, S. (1998). A-hunting we will go! New York: HarperCollins.
Kellogg, S. (1977). The mysterious tadpole. Dial.
Teague, M. (1995). How I spent my summer vacation. New York: Crown.

Theme II:

Be a Nature Detective September 21, 2001-November 2, 2001

Aliki. (1993). My visit to the aquarium. New York: HarperCollins.
Anno, M. (1995). Anna's magic seeds. New York: Philomel.
Dell'Oro, S. (1999). Sneaky salamanders. Minneapolis: Lerner.
Kottke, J. (2000). From tadpole to frog. New York: Grolier.
Pfeffer, W. (1997). A log's life. New York: Simon & Schuster.
Seuss (1971). The Lorax. New York: Random House. (AEA).

Theme Ill:

Good Friends November 2, 2001-December 21, 2001
Brown, M. (1994). Arthur's first sleepover. New York: Little, Brown & Co. (AEA)
Hoban, R. (1969). Best friends for Frances. New York: HarperCollins.
Kellogg, S. (1986). Best friends. New York: Puffin.
Lobel, A. (f970). Frog and Toad are Friends. New York: Harper & Row (AEA)
Mayer, M & M. (1971) A boy, a dog, a frog, and a friend. New York: Dial.
Waber, B. (1973). Ira sleeps over. New York: Houghton.

Theme IV:

Family Photos December 21, 2001-February 8, 2002
Blume. J. (1981 ). The One in the middle is the green kangaroo. New York:

Dell. (AEA)
Bunting, E. (1991). Fly away home. New York: Houghton.
Mosel, A. (1968). Tikki Tikki Tembo. New York: Henry Holt & Company.
Rylant, C. (1993). Henry and Mudge in the sparkle days: the fifth book of their
adventure. Aladdin Books. (AEA)
Rylant, C. (1985). The relatives came. New York: Aladdin.
Steig, W. (1969). Sylvester and the magic pebble. New York: Aladdin. (AEA)

Theme V.

That's Incredible! February 8, 2002-March 22, 2002
Lewis, 8. (2001). The story of Anne Frank. New York: Darling Kindersley.
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Mclerran, A. (1991). Roxaboxen. New York: Puffin.
Most, 8. (1994). How big were the dinosaurs? New York: Voyager.
Pinkwater, D. (1999). Ice Cream Larry. New York: Marshall Cavendish.
San Souci, R. (1995). Kate Shelley: bound for legend. New York: Dial Books.
(AEA).
Zimelman, N. (1992). How the Second Grade got $8,205.50 to visit the Statue
of Liberty. Morton Grove: Whitman.

Theme VI. Tell Me a Tale March 22, 2002-May 17,2002
Brown, M. (1954). Cinderella. New York: Aladdin.
Climo, S. (1989). The Egyptian Cinderella. New York: HarperCollins.
Climo, S. (1993). The Korean Cinderella. New York: HarperCollins.
Climo, S. (1999). The Persian Cinderella. New York: HarperCollins.
Jackson, E. (1994). Cinder Edna. New York: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard.
Perlman, J. (1993). Cinderella Penguin: or, the little glass flipper. New
York:Viking.
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The Project
This project is divided into six themes and follows the current basal used in our
district. The blue binder holds themes 1-111, and the red binder holds themes IV-VI. The
book is first with a review of the book (see appendix C) and a home activity behind it.
There are enough activities for one school year. The age is appropriate for second
grade.

Literature: The literature is appropriate for a second grade reader with many
different genres. There are thirty-six books with activities. Some students will need
assistance reading the books, but that is explained to the parents (see appendix L for
a sample parent letter). The goal of the project is to get families reading together. The
books will be borrowed from the library and our Area Education Agency to reduce cost
on the district.

Home Activities: Each book also has an activity for the family to complete.
The activities included range from answering comprehension questions to making a
project. A variety of graphic organizers are also used with some of the expository
texts. The goal is for the books and projects to come back to school completed in one
week.

At School: Students will share their project with the class as they bring them
back finished. This sharing will also help students with comprehension of the story.
Parents will be encouraged to share a book with the class throughout the year.

Parental Support: Parents receive tips (see appendix A} from school
through newsletters, family nights, home visits, and a web page. Inviting the parents to
school will keep the lines of communication open between the parents and teacher.

Documenting Growth: Student's growth is documented through the use of
running records each quarter, read alouds, and the completion of book summaries on
the reading log (see Appendix B).
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Program Evaluation: Parents, students, and teachers involved will evaluate
the program (see Appendix D). Changes in the program will be made as needed.

I.

Home Activities
All the books and activities are shown below. An explanation and home activity
demonstrate what the children will be doing at home with their families. Some
activities are not actual size. The activities in the teacher's binders are ready for use.

Theme I: Pet Show Today! August 17, 2001-September 21,2001
In this theme children will recognize that there are many different kinds of pets, but
every pet is special to its owner.
·

Danny and the Dinosaur by Syd Hoff
Explanation: The teacher will do home visits the week before school starts and give
each student a copy of Danny and the Dinosaur. This book goes well with the theme
and will give even the less developed readers confidence for the ye~r to come
because this is a easy level reading. The activity will get students thinking about what
they hope to learn in second grade.
Home Activity
Danny went to the museum to learn about many different things. In 2nd grade we will
learn many things too.
On the shirt (see Appendix E) write or draw all the things you want to learn in 2nd
grade. Maybe you hope to learn how to spell, add or subtract big numbers, learn
about dinosaurs, become a better reader, learn to write in cursive, how to count
money ...
After writing or drawing about what you hope to learn in 2nd grade, decorate your shirt.
with color. On your first day of school this shirt will be put on a paper person of you.

Arthur's New Puppy by Marc Brown
Explanation: Students will list the nice and naughty things that Arthur's puppy did by
rereading for information, and using the illustrations.
Home Activity
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When you have a pet it takes a lot of responsibility. Arthur found out the hard way that
puppies are both naughty and nice.

List the naughty things the puppy did:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
List the nice things the puppy did:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Pet Show! by Ezra Jack Keats
Explanation: This activity allows students to infer what happens next in the story.
They will use the information from the story and personal experiences to write the
conversation between Archie and his mother.
Home Activity
Archie worked very hard to try and find his cat for the pet show. A nice lady won the
blue ribbon with his cat, and Archie won a blue ribbon with his quiet germ.
What was the conversation with his mother after Archie got home from the pet show?
Draw Archie and his mother. Use conversation bubbles to tell what they say.
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A Hunting We Will Go! by Steven Kellogg
Explanation: Students will complete their own verse of this song with the help of the
activity outline.
Home Activity
A hunting we will go! A brushing we will go! A-hugging we will go! Moose and Goose
are on the loose, we'll tickle giraffe and make him laugh, we'll catch a kangaroo, or
two ...

Add a verse of your own.
A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ing we will go,
A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ing we will go,

- - - - - !!

The Mysterious Tadpole by Steven Kellogg
Explanation: Students will retell the story in their own words and create a puppet to
help with the story telling.
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Home Activity
That is quite the Pet to have!! You are going to become a storyteller with the help of
your paper bag puppet.

Becoming a Storyteller
1. Read this story several times so that you will remember the important parts and in
the correct order.
2. Create a paper bag puppet to help you tell the story. This can become any kind of
creature or person.
3. Practice telling the story to someone in your family. Use your own words.
Remember to tell the important details of the story. Be ready to tell the story to the
class.

How I Spent my Summer Vacation by Mark Teague
Explanation: The children will write down activities they did over the summer with
one activity that didn't really happen like in the story. At school, the class will try to
guess the made up one.
Home Activity
Was your summer vacation as exciting as this?!!
What did you do during your summer vacation? Maybe you went camping, played at a
relative's house, went swimming ... The boy in the story told some things about his
summer that probably didn't really happen. Write one activity that didn't really happen
to you, but would be exciting if it did. The class will listen to your list and try to guess
which activity you really didn't do:
·
After you write down things that you did try putting it to music. Think of a tune that you
already know and put your words in. To help you with the music you could even try
making the banjo that is explained on the last page of the book.
This summer I...
1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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6. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Theme II: Be a Nature Detective September 21, 2001-November 2,
2001
In this theme children will recognize that taking a close up look at nature can reveal
many surprises and interesting facts.

My Visit to the Aquarium by Aliki

Explanation: The children will recognize many characteristics and environments of
marine and freshwater creatures. The family will choose a favorite creature and write
facts about it. Further research from reference books may be necessary.
Home Activity
During a visit to the aquarium, you learned about the characteristics and environments
of many different marine and freshwater creatures.

1. Choose a marine or freshwater creature from the book.
2. Draw the creature
3. Label the parts of the creature and draw lines to it on your picture.
4. Write at least 3 facts about this creature
Hint: You may need to look in the encyclopedia or search online to find more

information about your creature.
Name of creature

Facts I found :
Labeled Picture of My Creature
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Anna's Magic Seeds by Mitsumasa Anno
Explanation: The children will use their math skills as they read about a man who
planted magic seeds. The seeds grew and made two new seeds. The children can
read through this book and keep track of the seeds the man grows. The home activity
allows the child to color and count the seeds along with the story.
Home Activity
Put your math thinking caps on tight for this one!!
This activity picks up after Jack decides to bury both seeds.

0
Year1

00

0

V V

Circle the seed Jack ate.
How many seeds did Jack plant? _ _

Year2

ovoovoovo

Circle the seed Jack ate.
How many seeds did Jack plant?
Year 3

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO

Circle the seed Jack ate.
How many seeds did Jack plant? _ __
Year
4

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO

Circle the seed Jack ate.
How many seeds did Jack plant?

Year
5

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO

ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
Circle the seed Jack ate.
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How many seeds did Jack plant? _ __
Year
6

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO

ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ova, ovo
ovoovoovo
How many seeds grew that year? _ _
Circle the 2 seeds Jack and Alice ate.
How many seeds did they plant? _ _
Year
7

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO

ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
°\/°\/ov°°\/ov°°\/ovoovoovo\/
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo
Wedding: Jack and Alice gave 2 delicious seeds to each of their 5 guests. Cross off
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the seeds they gave away.
Alice and Jack each ate 1 seed. Circle the ones they ate.
They put 16 seeds in a storehouse. Put squares around these seeds ..
How many seeds did they plant? _ _
Year
8

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO

ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
How many seeds now? _ _

NEXT...
They took 60 seeds to sell. 200-60= _
140 + 16 seeds from the storehouse =
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156 - 34 new seeds into the storehouse=
122 - 2 seeds they ate = _
How many seeds did they plant? _
Year
9

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO

ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
°\/ovoov°°\/°\/°\/ovoovo°\/ov°
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovoovovovovovovovovov
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
°\/ov°ovoovovovovoovoovoov
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How many seeds? _
NEXT...
240 - 3 seeds they ate = _
237 - 100 seeds to be sold = _ _
137 + 34 old seeds from the storehouse = _
171 - 51 new seeds to be put into the storehouse = _ _
Year
10

OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVO OVOOVO

ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovovoov°ov°ov°ov°ovoovoovoov°
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo

ovovovovovovovovoovoov
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo ovo
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How many seeds would there have been before the storm?
After the storm, how many seeds did they find?
Jack, Alice, and the baby each ate one.
How many seeds did they plant that year?
How many plants should come up the next spring?
Draw the plants:
How many seeds are there? _ _
Nice Work!! Now go relax and rest your brain.

Sneaky Salamanders by Paul Dell'Oro
Explanation: Children will use a KWL chart. The chart asks the child to write prior
knowledge they have about salamanders, create questions they want to answer about
salamanders, and write what they learned about salamanders.
Home Activity
STOP!! Don't read this book until you fill in the K & Win the KWL chart.
K (Write what you KNOW about salamanders before you read this book)

W (Write what you WANT to know about salamanders. Use words like how, what,
why, when, and where)

L (Write what you LEARNED about salamanders after reading the book)
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From Tadpole to Frog by ~an Kottke
Explanation: The children will draw the stages a tadpole goes through to become a
frog. The children will practice using a table of contents and a web site is available for
learning more.
Home Activity
This book shows the stages from an egg to a frog. In the boxes below, draw the stages
a frog goes through. Label what is happening in your pictures.
To find out more v·isit Frogland! http://allaboutfrogs.org

A frog egg
A tadpole

---------,

The tail is getting shorter.
Its eyes and mouth grow
l::irnAr

Its tail is gone.

A frog makes noises
for other frogs to
hA::ir
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Using the Table of Contents:
On what page would you find out more? _ __
On what page would you find more about the author? _ _
On what page would you find new words? _ _

A Log's Life by Wendy Pfeffer
Explanation: The children draw parts of the life cycle of the tree that they think is the
most important. The boxes are attached to represent the continuous cycle of the tree.
Home Activity
This book introduced the life cycle of a tree. Pick out four important parts of the life
cycle and draw them in the boxes below.

The Lorax by Dr. Seuss
Explanation: Children will notice the negative effects the Once-Ler's business had
on the environment by drawing how the land looked before, during, and after
production.
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Home Activity
Before the Once-Ler came

While the Once-Ler was doing business

After the Once-Ler went out of business

1. Now look at your 3 pictures. What do you notice?

2. What do you think Dr. Seuss was trying to tell his readers?

,
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Theme Ill:

Good Friends

November 2, 2001-December 21, 2001

In this theme children will recognize that friends can be older, younger, live nearby or
far away, and be found in unexpected ways.

Arthur's First Sleepover by Marc Brown
Explanation: Children will use events from the story to write an invitation to Arthur's
sleep over. Children will also use their personal experiences with staying at
someone's house to help complete the invitation.
Home Activity
Arthur is having his first sleep over. Design and color an invitation for Arthur's sleep
over using information from the story.

Who:

---------------------------

What: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Where: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
When: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Things we will do:
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Best Friends for Frances by Russell Hoban
Explanation: Children will experiment with poetry by writing a 5-W's Poem.
Children will use events from the story and the poem frames to create poetry.
Home Activity
Frances and Albert are best friends, and Frances likes to sing about fun times together.

Write a 5-W's Poem about your friend. You can try singing it.
Here is an example:

Who?

Albert

What?

pulls the wagon

Where?

to the outing place

When?

on a summer afternoon

Why?

because they are best friends.

Who?
What?
Where?
When?
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Who?
What?
Where?
When?
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Best Friends by Steven Kellogg

Explanation: The words listed below are taken from the story in order.of their use in
the story. The children will use the words in order and create a story before reading
Best Friends. This activity will give them vocabulary practice and a curiosity to see
how close their story is to the book.
Home Activity
STOP!!

DON'T READ THIS BOOK UNTIL AFTER YOU DO THIS

ACTIVITY!!
Below is a list of words taken from the story. Use the words to write a story, then
compare your story to the story written by Steven Kellogg.
stallion
chocolate milk
magic witch hats
vacation
desert
rescue
postcard
volcano eruption
jealous
seventy-two
puppies
sweatshirt
small

Frog and Toad are Friends by Arnold Lobel
Explanation: The children will use events from the book and personal experiences
to decorate a friendship vest made from a paper bag.
Home Activity
Frog and Toad are good friends. After looking all afternoon for Toad's lost button,
Toad finds the button at home. Toad makes a friendship button jacket for Frog to thank
him and apologize at the same time.
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Make a Friendship Vest
1. Take a large paper grocery sack and invert it, with the bottom of the sack now at the
top.
2. Cut straight up the center of one of the w_ide sides to where the bottom creases.
3. Here, cut a large circle out of the bottom of the sack.
4. On each narrow side of the sack, cut a vertical oval that starts at the bottom crease
and descends about 8 inches.

A Boy, A Dog, A Frog and a Friend by Mercer and Marianna Mayer
Explanation: The children will create text to go along with the illustrations. The text
will be written on sticky notes and stuck inside the book. The children will share their
story to family members and the class.
Home Activity
This story doesn't have any words, but it still tells a great story!!

Adding the Words
1. Look through the story several times.
2. After you have the story in your mind, start on the first page and write down what is
happening on the sticky notes. Put the sticky note on the page where the words
should be.
3. Continue writing and sticking until you are finishing telling the story.
4. Read you story to a family member.

Ira Sleeps Over by Bernard Waber
Explanation: The children will share something that is special to them like Tah Tah
and
Foo Foo were to the characters in the story. The children may have to ask their
parents to help them if they can't remember something from the past about the object.
This could be a good activity to encourage some family conversation.
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Home Activity
Ira has a special bear named Tah Tah, and Reggie has a special bear named Foo
Foo. You can tell from the names that the boys have had these bears since they were
babies. The bears help them feel safe and help them sleep.
Do you have a favorite bear, blanket, or toy that helps you feel safe at night? Maybe
you've had it for a long time, or maybe it is something new.
Bring your special object to share with the class.
My special object is
I like it because
I got it when I was
I keep it

It makes me feel

This is what my _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ looks like.

Theme IV: Family Photos December 21, 2001-February 8, 2001
In this theme the children will recognize that people in a family share good times and
help each other when there is a problem.

The Or:1e in the Middle is the Green Kangaroo by Judy Blume
Explanation: The graphic organizer asks the children to write what they know about
the main character. The children also write what they think would be the best about
being the oldest, middle, or youngest child in a family.
Home Activity
Freddy Dissel is the main character of the story. List what you know about Freddy on
the graphic organizer. Graphic organizers help you organize your thoughts.
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Freddy Gissel! _ _ __

What would be the best part about being the oldest child? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What would be the best part about being the middle child? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What would be the best part about being the youngest child? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Fly Away Home by Eve Bunting
Explanation: The children will write an ending to the story by deciding what
happens to the boy and his father and give an explanation for the ending.

Home Activity
The boy and his father are homeless and live in an airport. They don't have an
apartment because it costs too much money. The boy and his father dream of some
day saving enough money to escape homelessness.
Talk it over. What do you think will happen to the boy and his father? Write down
what you think and tell why you think it.
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Tikki Tikki Tembo retold by Arlene Mosel
Explanation: The children will attempt to memorize the main character's name. The
children will write what their own name means and other birthday information. The
·birthday information will be sent home for the children to use as a reference (see
Appendix F for birthday information).

Home Activity
Challenge: Try to memorize Tikki's full name, Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo-chari
bari ruchi-pip peri pembo.
What Does a Name Mean?
Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo's name means "the most
wonderful thing in the whole wide world". His brother Chang's name means "little or
nothing".
What does your name mean? Why was it chosen for you? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

My Birthday Information:
Birthday Flower:
Birthstone:
Astrological Sign:
Chinese Lunar Calendar:
A Week of Birthdays:

Henry and Mudge in the Sparkle Days by Cynthia Rylant
Explanation: The children will share a favorite family recipe. The recipes will be put
together into a class cook book.
Home Activity
Henry and Mudge are enjoying the snow and holiday season. They enjoy making
snow angels, cuddling up on a warm blanket for a nap, and eating Christmas Eve
dinner. Mother and Father and Henry made their favorite cookies. What is your
favorite family recipe?
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I will share one of my favorite recipes with you, and you can share one with the class.
We will make a class recipe book. YUM!!

Chocolate Butterscotch Cereal Bars
1 cup granulated sugar
1 cup light corn syrup
1 cup creamy peanut butter
6 cups crisp rice cereal

1 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips
1 cup Butterscotch chips
Combine granulated sugar and corn syrup in large saucepan; bring just to a boil over
medium heat, stirring constantly. Remove from heat; stir in peanut butter. Stir in
cereal. Press into greased 13x9 -inch baking pan.
Microwave chocolate and butterscotch chips in medium power for 1 minute; stir.
Microwave additional 10-20 second intervals, stirring until smooth. Spread over
cereal mixture. Chill in pan 20 minutes or until firm. Cut into bars. Makes 4 dozen
bars.

The Relatives Came by Cynthia Rylant
Explanation: The children will learn some family history by completing a family tree.
Home Activity
My Family Tree

Me
Mother

Father

Grandmother

Grandmother

Grandfather

Grandfather

Sisters

Brothers
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Sylvester and the Magic Pebble by William Steig
Explanation: The children will answer a variety of questions by using the
information from the book and personal experiences.
Home Activity
1. What was Sylvester's favorite hobby?

2. What is your favorite hobby?

3. What wishes did the magic pebble grant for Sylvester?

4. What would you wish for if you found the magic pebble?

5. How long was Sylvester a rock? How do you know?

6. What lesson can we learn from Sylvester's mistake?

Theme V: That's Incredible! February 8, 2001-March 22, 2002
The children will recognize that fact and fiction can both be incredible.
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The Story of Anne Frank by Brenda Ralph Lewis
A biography
Explanation: The children will read a biography, interview a war veteran, and write
a biography from the information collected.
Home Activity
A biography is a true story written about a person's life. This story tells about Anne's
life during W.W.11. Anne's father, Otto, wrote the biography using her diary and his own
memories of her.

Writing a biography:
You are going to write a biography about a Parent, Grandparent, relative or friend who
was involved in a war.
1. First you will need to decide who you want to interview. An interview is a way to
collect information using questions.
The person I am interviewing is
2. Explain to the person you want to interview the project you are working on and set a
time and place to meet.
. 3. Take your questions and a pencil with you to the interview. Remind this person why
you are doing the interview.
4. Start asking questions. After they answer write down the key ideas and details.
When you take notes, politely say," I want to write that down." The person will stop
talking so you can write. Ask the person to spell names you are unsure of.
The Interview Questions:
1. Where and when were you born?

2. Where did you grow up? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. Did you have any brothers or sisters?

4. Where did you go to school?
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5. What are your hobbies?

6. What was the name of the war that you were involved in?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7. Why was this war started?

8. How did you find out there was going to be a war?

9. What was your duty or job?

10. How long were you involved in the war?

11. Were you able to talk to your family and friends? How? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12. Did you keep a diary like Anne Frank did? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13. What was the food like? What kind of clothes did you wear?
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14. Why and when did the war end?
Thank you for your time!!!

Writing the Biography:
1. Now take your notes and turn them into sentences. For example: 1. Where and
when were you born? 1973 in Independence
2. Where did you grow up? Winthrop, Iowa
Dalton was born in 1973 at the Independence Hospital. He grew up in
Winthrop, Iowa.
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Roxaboxen

by Alice Mclerran

Explanation: The children will share where their imagination takes them.
Home Activity
Using your imagination can take you anywhere and let you be anyone. Roxaboxen
was a town created with the help of a lot of imagination. The children found buried
treasure (pebbles), and lived in their houses along Main Street (outlined with
pebbles).
My brothers and I used to use our imagination to create an Indian town. We rode our
ponies to the river, and tied them to a tree while we played. Rocks became our homes
and fire pit. We would search around for things to use to try and catch fish. We said
we were going to live there by ourselves, but we never had enough courage when it
started to get dark. Our town even had a school that I was the teacher of. I always
made the assignments very difficult! At the end of the day, or when we got hungry, we
rode our ponies back home.
When you play with your brothers, sisters, or friends you use your imagination. Share
what kinds of things you imagine when you play.

How Big Where the Dinosaurs? by Bernard Most
Explanation: The children will create a page for a class flip book about dinosaurs
(see Appendix G for a flip book).
Home Activity
That is amazing!! You and your classmates are going to make a flip book of your
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favorite dinosaurs talked about in this story.

How to Make the Flip Book
1. Choose a dinosaur and write its name on the the top section.
2. In the bottom section write what the dinosaur's size was compared to.
Example: · Section A: Stegosaurus
Section B: was so big
Section C: the plates on its back were larger than a school
crossing sign.
3. Draw your dinosaur making sure that the neck starts on the two small dots in
section A, the torso starting at the small dots and ending at the large dots in section B,
and draw the rest of the body in section C, starting at the large dots.

4. At school we will staple the book together and have fun flipping and scrambling the
dinosaurs to make new ones.

Ice Cream Larry by Daniel Pinkwater
Explanation: The children will create an ad campaign to sell The Larry Bar.
Home Activity
Mr. Berg is in the business of selling ice cream. He created an ad campaign using
Larry with a slogan~ "The Larry Bar... I do not feel sick!"
Look at a few advertisements in a magazine to help you notice what advertisers use to
try and sell their product. You have just been hired by Mr. Berg to create a new ad
using Larry to sell his ice cream. Create a poster that would make kids and adults
want to buy Mr. Berg's ice cream. Don't forget to add a few new ice cream flavors!!

Kate Shelley:

Bound for Legend by Robert D. San Souci
Biography .
Explanation: The children will practice reading a part of the story they liked. The
children will share why they chose this part and read it to the class. The children will
also think of a time they were brave.
Home Activity
This is a biography about a 15 year old Iowa teenager who helped stop a train disaster
in 1881. She became known as a national heroine.
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Pick a Favorite Part to Share:
, Pick a favorite part in the story and mark it with a bookmark. Think about why you liked
that part. Practice reading your favorite part until you are prepared to share it with the
class and know why you chose it.
Doing Something Brave:
Kate Shelley was very brave to warn the train. Think of a time you were brave.
A time I was brave

-----------------------

How the Second Grade Got $8,205, 50 to visit the Statue of Liberty by
Nathan Zimerlman
Explanation: The children will keep track of the expenses and profits of the second
.grade class in the story. The children will use math skills to figure out a total profit.
Home Activity
The Second Graders did lots of work to try and get money for their trip. You are acting
as the Treasurer and will need to help keep track of the expenses and profits.
Job/$

Expenses

Profit

recycling/$ 30.00

$5.00 for wagons
$10.00 for comics
$5.00 ticket

$13.00

Lemonade Stand/$ 0.00
(include profit from Mr. Norvill)
Baby-sitting & Dog walking/
Candy Sales/
Car wash/
Reward/

Total Profit on Everything

Theme VI:

Tell Me a Tale

March 22, 2002-May 17, 2002

The children will compare Cinderella stories and understand that retelling old tales in
new ways helps keep the tales alive.
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Cinderella Translated and Illustrated by Marcia Brown
Explanation: The children will complete a story map and create a play to retell the
Cinderella story.
Home Activity
Writing a Play
Write a play about Cinderella by first filling out the story map.
Story Map
Setting

Characters

Events: What happens in the story? Tell important events in your own words.
1. Cinderella lived with her father. mean step sisters and stepmother.
2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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11. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Now look at your important events and have the characters talk to each other to tell the
story. Use an additional piece of paper if you need to. You can perform your play with
friends at school.

The Egyptian Cinderella

by Shirley Clime

, Explanation: The children will read an Egyptian retelling of the Cinderella story.
The children will make a personal pyramid. For instructions to make a pyramid (see
Appendix H).

Home Activity
The setting to this Cinderella story is in Egypt. The buildings in Egypt that are the most
impressive are the pyramids. All of them were built to contain the tombs of pharaohs.
So far, 46 pyramids have been found. The insides of the tombs were decorated with
treasures, paintings statues, and inscriptions .

. Personal Pyramid
You will make a personal pyramid and decorate the inside with photographs,
magazine pictures, and drawings that tells about your interests, hobbies, favorite
sports, collections, and family.
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The Korean Cinderella by Shirley Clime
Explanation: The children will use information they know about Pear Blossom to
write a letter to her father.
Home Activity
Pear Blossom had a tough life living with her step mother and sister. Fortunately, her
luck turns ~nd she ts married to a very kind man who lives in a splendid house. Pear
Blossom still thinks of her father who loves her. She wants to write a letter to her father
to tell him how things are going and her feelings.
How to Write a Friendly Letter

Address

Date

D§3ar Father,

Love,
Pear Blossom
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The Persian Cinderella retold by Shirley Clime

Explanation: The children will make a comparison between two Cinderellas.
Home Activity
This Cinderella story has some things that are the same as the Cinderella story you
know and somethings that are different. In the Venn Diagram you are going to list
things that are the same and different.

lost a diamond
ankle

go to ball

Cinder Edna by Ellen Jackson
Explanation: The children will make comparisons between Cinderella and Cinder
Edna's actions when faced with the same dilemmas in life.

Home Activity
Like Cinder Edna and Cinderella, we all take different paths in life. During the journey
we choose to make the best of things or be sad about what life brings. Let's follow the
paths of Cinder Edna and Cinderella:
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~Action~
Cinderella
Cinder Edna

Task
Forced to work

Sat in cinders thinking about all
her troubles.

Sang and whistled while she worked
Learned to make tuna casseroles

Trying to keep warm

Needing a gown

A way to the ball

Have fun dancing
'

Married life
1. What can we learn from Cinder Edna?
2. Girls: Who would you rather be; Cinder Edna or Cinderella? Why?
3. Boys: Who would you rather be; Randolph or Rupert? Why?

Cinderella Penguin OR, The Little Glass Flipper by Janet Perlman
Explanation: The children will use a graphic organizer to help them retell the
Cinderella story with a character of their choice.
Home Activity
This story follows the Cinderella fairy tale, but the characters are quite different.

You choose new characters and create your own Cinderella story.
1. First decide what your characters will be. For example do you want Cinderella
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Dinosaur, Cinderella Frog, Cinderella Elephant...

2. Write down what problems the Cinderella will face in your story. Fill in the graphic
organizer on the next page.
3. Now write your story following the "real" Cinderella story and remember to add in
the problems.
4. Ending: How does the story end? Are the problems solved?
Characters

Ending
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Problems
for...

There once was a ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Through this project I learned many things that help me grow as a teacher.
What I am most proud of is figuring out how to beat the financial issue. That was
solved by rotating the six book titles and by borrowing from the library and the Area
Education Agency. (A.E.A) I also learned that you need to request in writing what you
· want to use reserve from the A.E.A. if it is requested early.
Finding quality literature is made easier with the internet sites. I started out
searching for literature reviews (Appendix C) from the library. This is somewhat useful,
but after driving an hour to a library, searching the bound issues for your title, and
· getting the copy, it became a very time consuming job. Fortunately, I found that they
have some good reviews from the critics online. They also have recommendations of
other books you might want to try if that particular book got a low review. I was able to
look up the Children's Choice books and see a list of recommended authors and
illustrators (Appendix I) from the Children's Book Council.

I also learned about the

Giverny Boo~ Award given for the best children's science picture book. This bit of
information is useful to me because we are expected to choose some science
literature next fall.
Hanging out in a large book store is helpful when you want to finalize a list of
tentative titles. I took a list of books that I had researched or just known from
experience and spent an afternoon at a book store reading through books to make a
final decision.
I also found out there are many grants (Appendix J) available for schools.
Before I figured out how to get the books I needed for my students I was searching the
web for grants. I was able to find grants but realized that most of them were already
past the deadline for this year. With the information I got from my searches I plan to
apply next year.
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This project increased my organization for the entire reading curriculum.
Because I had to request books from the library it required me to have the exact dates
available for each theme. I've only taught second grade one year so getting into the
curriculum this deeply also got me more familiar and comfortable with it.
I've put many hours into this project, and I can't wait until we start using it in
August. I realize that there will be many things that I like about it and others that will
need to be revised. It is such a feeling of accomplishment to think that I've finally
created a family literacy program after years of wanting to try one.
When I put together another project I will use the knowledge that I learned from
this one. The searching for books will be easier because I now know many more
resources available to help me.
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Appendix A

Parent Reading Strategy Samples

!l(eaif4foua 'lips for Parents
1. Read aloud to your child every day. Make it a regular part of your

daily schedule.
2. Allow your child to select the book to be read. Choose books
borrowed from the public library, as well as books from your child's
own personal library.
3. Sit your child close to you when reading aloud. Let your child assist
you by holding the book or turning the pages.
4. Read the title of the book to your child. Tell your child the author's
and illustrator's names. Read several books by the author and/or
illustrator.
5. Look at the cover of the book. Ask your child to tell you what he/she
·thinks the book is about.
6. Use expression while reading the story. Change your voice as you
read the dialogue of different characters.
7. Read the text exactly as it is written. Allow your child to "read" the
repeated lines in the story. Help your child choose books with
repeated lines or patterns.
8. Ask questions during the story. Why...?, How do you know...?, What
do you think will happen next?, What might happen if ..? (Just ask
a few. This will let you know if your child is understanding the.
story.) Sometimes, just read the story through without interruptions.
9. Encourage your child to look at the illustrations. Talk about some of
the details in the pictures and the clues they give about the story.
10. After reading the story, try one of the following:
- Have your child draw a picture of a favorite part or character.
- Make a sock or paper bag puppet of a favorite character.
- Have your child retell the story. (Two or three sentences is plenty.) ,
- Read the story again.
.
- Take your child to the library and let him/her select another book
by the same author.
- Have your child write a similar book. Staple several blank papers
together. Let your child draw or write to tell the story.
- Write the next chapter of the book or story. Brainstorm what may .
happen next, then write about it and illustrate the new story.
"The single most important activity for building the knowledge required for eventual
success in school is reading aloud to children... parents play roles of inestimable
importance in laying the foundation for learning to read."
From: Becoming a Nation of Readers· The Report afthe Commission an R~ading
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Help Your C~ild Beconie a Reader
• Read aloud to your child as often as possible. Remember that children of all ages love to
hear books read aloud. Keep reading to your child even after he/she learns to read.
• Talk about what you read. Language and thinking skills develop when children talk.
• Have your child read aloud to you. Keep it fun and enjoyable.
• Get a library card for your child. Make visiting the library a special weekly event.
• Make sure your child owns some books. Encourage relatives to give books as gifts.
• Encourage your child to read to others. Brothers, sisters, grandparents and friends enjoy
sharing favorite stories.
• Let your child see you reading a variety of printed material: newspapers, magazines,
books, forms, recipes, etc. Parents are the most important role models.
• Provide opportunities to write. Allow your child to make grocery lists, send thank-you
letters, write. notes to friends and relatives, and even keep a journal.
• Monitor television viewing. Set time limits and make good decisions about which programs are suitable for viewing. Watch television together and discuss program content.
• Become involved with your child's school. If you show an interest, your child will know
the home-s~hool connection is important and will appreciate your support.
• Listen lo your child. Your attention will build your child's self-.esteem while he/she
develops oral language confidence.
• Subscribing to any of the following children's magazines will encourage reading at home:
Sesame Street Magazine (ages 2-6)
Your Big Backyard (ages 3-8)
Ranger Rick (ages 4-9)
Zoobooks (ages 4-12)
Sports Illustrated for Kids (ages 7-13)
National Geographic World (ages 8-13)
Penny Power (ages 8-14)
3-2-1 Contact (ages 8-14)

Above all, trust your instincts, take time with your child
and appreciate your child as a unique individual.
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ALL the time. ··· ·
·_•}Most importantly-·read, read, read
books to your.child. Set aside some time
every day to read to your child. Many parents choose to· read before bedtime, but
any time of day is a good time for reading.
Here are some suggestions for making
reading a vital part of your child's day:
• Keep a library in your child's room to
teach him or her that books are an important part of your home environment. If possible, include colorful picture books, interactive books with exciting features, nursery
rhymes and fairy tales, joke or riddle books,
or homemade-books.
.:·select a special reading place like a rocking chair, a soft rug, or a comfortable couch
to create a warm and inviting reading environment. Whenever possible, hold your
child in your lap as you read. Let him or
her hold the book and tum the pages;
-~JFa11liliarize yourself with the book before
reading it. This will make you a better sto•iy!:eller. You can make the reading experie~ce special for your child by taking time
tQ ask and answer. questions, reading slow1£and clearly, holding the book so your
·child can see the pictures and words, and
making the story interesting with different
character voices and sounds.
?f It does not matter where, how, or what
you read to your child-:-the important thing
is)hat you fit reading into your schedule
every day. Even 15 minutes a day will go a
long way to foster a lifelong love of reading.
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Get ready to readl ·
Reading is an activity that:an parents.
and caregivers can help foster in children,
building a foundation for future success in
school and in life. Reading aloud to your
young child, exploring books, and reading together are the most important gifts
you can give. So get ready to read-and
enjoy the adventure of learning!

Other brochures in this series include:
*Explore the Playground of Books: Tips for Parents of
Beginning Readers
*Get Ready to Read! Tips for Parents of Young
Children
Summer Reading Adventure! Tips for Parents of
Young Readers
• Also available In Spanish.

This brochure may be purchased from the
International Reading Association in quantities of
l 00, prepaid only. (Please contact the Association
for pricing information.) Single copies are free upon
request by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Requests from outside the U.S. should include an envelope, but postage ls not required.
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adventure

Being considered your child's first
teacher of reading may sometimes seem
overwhelming to many parents and caregivers. But remember, you have
many advantages. Your young
child naturally loves and trusts
you , and (sometimes!) is an attentive audience that you can
work with one-on-one. In many
1 0
instances, you will be able to
give your child individualized
attention, even if you care for
several children at the same
time. Trust your instincts, be
patient, and provide plenty of
encouragement, and you can
make learning to read adventurous and fun!

Be a reading role model. So, what is
the key to helping your child become
a reader? In one word-READING! Why?
Because research shows that the most
important thing parents and caregivers
can do to help their children succeed
in school is read aloud to them eve1y
day. Reading aloud to children also
helps them
• expand their vocabulary
• appreciate the value of
books and reading
• understand new ideas and
concepts
• learn about the world
around them

Expiofereadmg ·wnh
your child
The warmth and security of your
home can provide many wonderful
reading opportunities for your preschool
child. Children are by nature inquisitive
and curious and are always looking for
something to occupy their busy minds.
You do not need to spend a lot of money on fancy books or reading programs
to start your child on the path of reading. Here are some suggestions for
exploring reading:
• Keep books, magazines, and newspapers in your home to give your
child constant exposure to reading
possibilities.
• Tape label names on objects in your
home-such as bed, doll, table, or chair.
This can help your child begin to recognize letters and words.
• Help your child see how people use
reading and writing through daily events
such as reading a recipe while preparing
a meal, reading aloud cards and letters,
and writing lists or checks.
• Work on your home computer. This
can show your child a variety of information in many different forms .
• Outside the home, point out signs,
labels, and logos to your child. This can
encourage early attempts at reading.
Even the youngest child will quickly begin to identify familiar signs and places.
• Visit libraries, bookstores, newsstands,
and other places where books and other
reading materials are found. Ask for help
in choosing books your child v,r,\I like.

Rfflffling-roy.ages, real &n& imagfnary~Family outings are ideal for sparking reading.
Whether it's a trip across town to a museum or
baseball game, an annual visit to the lake or
beach, or a journey to a faraway place, there are
things to read before and during the trip. Gather
articles, brochures, and books about the place
you are going and read and discuss them with
your child. You also can look for fiction set in
the places you're going.
Even if you're not traveling, children can
have adventures by reading books about faraway places. Encourage your child to choose a
place he or she would like to visit someday, or
the culture of a friend or relative, and find out
as much as possible. The library will be a big
help in finding books and videos, and perhaps
World Wide Web sites on the Internet can
provide information. Get the whole family
involved.

IRA offers lists of new children's books
chosen by both school children and teachers
from across the United States. Children s
Choices and Teacher's Choices are available
for free. Send a 9 x 12 self-addressed envelope plus $1 for shipping and handling to
the address listed below. And check out
IRA's Web site at http:/ / www.reading.org for
additional information on IRA publications.
The Children's Book Council Web site at
http:// www.cbcbooks.org has a page for parents that includes tips for reading to young
children, reading activities, and a link to an
online version of Children's Choices.

;Summer Reading ·
. Adventure!
l

.,.

Authors of excitement. Reading and writing skills are connected closely. Summer activities and adventures provide a wealth of writing
possibilities. Young children can dictate stories
and thoughts to you that you write down for
them to illustrate, or you can provide writing
materials for them to use. Encourage children
to write about family outings, keep diaries or
journals, write letters or postcards to friends or
relatives, help with shopping lists, or create
stories. You can even take their work and turn
it into simple, stapled-together books for them
to keep or send to friends or relatives.
Summer is a time for fun , relaxation ... and
reading adventures! You are your child's most
important teacher. Help him or her realize the
joy of reading for pleasure and information.
Fit a few minutes or more of reading into every
summer day.

Other brochures In this series Include:
*Get Ready to Read! Tips for Parents of Young
Children
*Explore the Playground of Books: Tips for Parents
of Beginning Readers
• Also available In Spanish.

This brochure may be purchased from the International
Reading Association in quantities of 100, prepaid only.
(Please contact the Association for pricing information.)
Single copies are free upon request by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Requests from outside the U.S.
should Include an envelope, but postage Is not required.
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In search of books. Seek out books and
reading materials that tie into your child's summer activities, on topics such as baseball, collecting, or hiking. Keep these books accessible
in a reading corner or bookshelf, and include
materials about other interests and books by
favorite authors. This special area can be a
natural place for relaxing and reading after a
swim or an active game. Take a bag of books
to the beach, pool, or park for those in-between times.
Magazine pursuit. Summer is a good time
to subscribe to one of the many special-interest magazines directed to children or to find
one at your local library. These magazines include something for everyone, such as fiction,
sports, nature, or crafts. Like you, children
love getting magazines in the mail and reading publications meant just for them. These
magazines also provide an opportunity for
children to share discoveries with friends who
have similar interests.
Library treasures. Make regular trips to the
library with your child. See if there is a summer
program that offers prizes for reading a certain
number of books. Encourage your child to explore the shelves and catalog and to talk to the
librarian to get ideas. Praise your child's choices
even if you think the books seem too easy.
Reading easier books is good practice and
builds confidence in reading ability.

Explore reading together. Be a modelshow your child how your interests relate to
reading. Find time to pick up your magazine
or book and encourage your child to choose
one of his or her own. Read together and stop
once in a while to talk about what each of
you is reading and why you like it. You also
can read the newspap ·ogether to follow a
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children-even the older ones. Let them
choose their favorite books. Take time to
discuss what you're reading. Ask questions
that need more that just yes or no answers:
• Why did the characters do what they did?
• What would you do in that situation?
• Did you like the way the story ended?
Why or why not?
You can engage children in longer books
and create interest and anticipation by reading one part each day.
Give older children turns at reading parts ·
of the book to you. Choose quiet times to
read, after sports or playtime or before bed.

TV journeys. Television may be part of
your child's summer, but notice what he or
she is watching and doing and discuss these
activities. Read the 1V listings in your local
paper or 7V Guide with your children and ·
help them find programs and movies that tie
in with books. Rent videos that are based on
books. Try to set 1V and video-game time
limits just as you do during the school year.
Gently encourage a balance that includes
1V and reading for pleasure.

Adventure around the house.
Household chores can be enjoyable when
reading is involved. Here are some ideas for
reading during everyday tasks.
• Cooking involves lots of reading, including recipes, labels, and shopping lists.
• Sewing requires following a pattern.
• Finding things in the telephone book is
great for practicing alphabetization as
well as reading.
• Reading the directions on cleaning products or appliances will teach children
how to use instructions.

aoventure, and you can be there with your
child as she learns. The library has something for
every age. Eventually your child may have her
very own library card and should begin to take
responsibility for the books she selects, so it is
advisable to ask about lending periods and fines
for overdue books early in your expedition .
Infant. In addition to information about caring
for your baby, you will find sturdy board books
that your baby can handle, picture books to
look at together, and books of songs and
rhymes that you can sing to your child.
Toddler. The library has lots of picture books
and storybooks that are just right for toddlers.
. Allow your child to start selecting her own
books, and make sure you introduce her to the
librarian. Toddlers who enjoy hearing stories can
attend story hours just for them.
·. Preschool child. Your 3- or 4-year-old probably
has developed a specific interest in airplanes,
animals, dinosaurs, trucks, trains, or princesses;
the library has books on all of these subjects.
You also will find magazines and videos that
will capture your child's imagination. Playtime
and story hour offer a chance for your child to
meet other children while you read a newspaper
or look for books yourself. Be sure to look for
books with your child, and to select books to
read aloud together.
Kindergarten to second grade. Your child may
want to join the library book club and select
books on her own to read for it. You can sign
up your child for any learning events that are
offered, in science, drama, or arts and crafts, for
. example. In addition to encouraging your child
to check out a variety of print materials, you
could show her how to use the encyclopedia or
.o.t her reference sources to find answers to questions that she has asked.
Tbtrd through fifth grade. When your child gets
homework assignments at school, the library
should be a natural place to turn for information. Encourage your child to ask the librarian
questions, to use the books in the reference section, and to seek information on the Internet.
Continue to seek out books you can share together during family reading time. When your
child starts tq
'Ve out of the children's section

and in!'o"tne s ~ s of)'oung acru
when making reading selections, be sure to
help her find age-appropriate materials.

At home in the jungle .
Visiting the library is a great way to encourage your child's imagination and learning, and it
gives you the opportunity to model good reading behavior and to show your child that you
value books and reading. Making the library a
regular part of your family's life from the time
your child is very young means she will be
comfortable in the library as a teenager and can
develop a lifelong love of learning.
It is never too early-or late-to start visiting
the library. Go on a library safari with your child,
and you 'll be amazed at all there is to discover.
Other brochures in this series Include:
*Get Ready to Read! Tips for Parents of Young
Children
*Explore the Playground of Books: Tips for Parents
of Beginning Readers
*Summer Reading Adventure! Tips for Parents of
Young Readers
*Making the Most of Television: Tips for Parents of
Young Viewers
*See the World on the Internet: Tips for Parents of
Young Readers-and ·surfers#
• Also available In Spanish.

Parent brochures may be purchased from the International
Reading Association In quantities of 100, prepaid only.
(Please contact the Association for pricing Information.)
Single copies are free upon request by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Requests from outside the U.S.
should Include an envelope, but postage Is not required .
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Don't be intimidated, even if your local library
is large. Most libraries, even big ones, have
three main service areas: the circulation department, the reference department, and the children's department. They may have other
names, so be sure to ask a librarian if you can't
find what you are looking for. Some basic information about these areas follows :
The circulation desk. This is often the first desk
you see when walking into the library. Go to
the circulation desk to become a member, return your books, and check out books and other items. Ask questions here: How long can
you keep items, can you renew items by telephone, and how many items can you borrow
at one time?
The reference desk. This section of the library
contains any factual information you are looking for; the librarian here can help you find
anything from consumer information on
strollers to health information on childhood illnesses. This librarian also can help your child
do research for school projects.
Tbe children s department. This area of the library contains everything your child will want to
read, play with, or look at, including picture
books, easy-reading books, nonfiction books,
magazines, computer games, and toys. This department organizes fun activities such as book
clubs, story hours, and reading contests. The children's librarian can direct you to children's books
appropriate to your child's level and interests.
The locations of both the reference desk and
the children's department vary from library to library, so ask a librarian at the circulation desk
where to find these areas.

Library guides
Don't give up if you are having trouble finding
what you are looking for; there are several ways
you can get information in the library jungle.
The librarian. Librarians can find the answer
to any library question. Introduce yourself and
your child, and encourage even your very
young child to ask questions. Learning to seek
help from librarians wil' · important when
your child has to comp1 _. assignments for

=- x11w1: sea ts a ~:raea~t..vdd@@i1er
to the librarian at an early age.
Librarians are ready to help you make the
best possible use of the resources, so be sure
to ask for the following:
• How to use the catalog to find out what
resources the library has on a particular
subject;
• Where materials are located in the library;
• Ideas for good books of a particular type
for a particular age; and
• Which tools to use to find information, and
how to use them.
Tbe catalog. The library catalog is a list of
books in the library, on computer or on
cards. Use this tool to find books on a partic- ·
ular subject, or to find a specific book. It
takes time to become comfortable with any
catalog, so ask a librarian for help as often
as is necessary.
Libraries divide their materials into groups,
such as Juvenile Fiction (JF), Audio-Visual
(AV), Easy Picture Books (E), and Nonfiction
(NF). Although most groups are arranged on
shelves alphabetically by author, the nonfiction group is arranged numerically, often under the Dewey Decimal System. This system
is useful because if you know the numbers
for the subjects in which you are interested,
you can find them in any library. For example, all science books are numbered in the
500s. The categories are even further divided,
so you will find books on planets in the 520s,
on fish at 597, and volcanoes at 551.2.
If you don't see what you want right away,
be sure to ask for assistance. Remember,
many libraries borrow books from one another, so even if a book or other publication is
not immediately available, you still can
request it and the library will get it for you.
There may be resources you didn't know
were available, so make sure the librarian
knows about your special needs.

Explore the jungle
The library is a great place for children to explore the world of knowledge ancl · ""aginabegin
tion. Children are never too younl

tveryday liferacy
Include your child in household activities that
include elements of reading and writing.
• As you write your grocery shopping list, give
your child a sheet of paper and dictate the items
to him. If spelling help is requested, write the
words correctly for him to copy, or spell the
words orally as your child writes them. If you use
coupons, ask your child to look through them
and select the ones you can use. Take him to the
supermarket and ask him to read each item from
the list as you shop.
• When planning a vacation, let your child see
the road map and help you plan the route.
Discuss the starting point and your destination,
and let her follow the route between these two
points. Encourage your child to write to the chamber of commerce of your travel destination for
brochures that note particular points of interest.
When you get home, you can make a book with
her about your adventures on the road.

Technology can help
Many Internet sites include lists of outstanding
and award-winning books, stories to read online
(or to print and read off-line), and access to
popular authors' Web sites. Your child may be
interested in writing an e-mail message to one
of her favorite authors. Other sites have interactive storytelling and book-making activities. If
you don't have a computer with Internet access,
check with your local library for availability.
Start by looking at these popular Web sites:
• www.ctw.org/sesame/
• www.crayola.com
• www.bbc.co.uk/education/teletubbies/
Children enjoy corresponding with online penpals.
Several sites include penpal features. Try these:

• www.ks-connection.org
• www.nationalgeographic.com/kids/
• www.cyberkids.com
If your child enjoys seeing her story or drawing
posted on the refrigerator, encourage her to sub-

it a ~ to <Jffl'!"l'n tnt!"'Tmffl.y o·
zines written for and by children.

•
•
•
•
•

•

www.kids-space.org
www.kidsnews.com
www.stonesoup.com
www.cyberkids.com
www.cs.bilkent.edu
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Make the
Reading-Writing

Literacy everywhere

Connection

If y:ou pay attention, you w ill see opportunities

everywhere to encourage your child to read
and w rite. Give him lots of chances to write
stories, messages, letters, notes, and postcards.
Because the skills for reading and w riting reinforce one another, your child's skills and proficiency w ill be strengthened if you help him
make the reading-writing connection .

r

i

Other brochures in this series Include:
• Get Ready to Read! Tips for Parents of Young
Children
• Explore the Playground of Books: Tips for Parents
of Beginning Readers
• Summer Reading Adventure! Tips for Parents of
Young Readers
• Making the Most of Television: Tips for Parents of
Young Viewers
• See the World on the Internet: Tips for Parents of
Young Readers-and · surfers#
• Library Safari: Tips for Parents of Young Readers
and Explorers
All these brochures are also available In Spanish.
This broc hure ma y b e purchased from the Internatio nal
Reading Association In quantities of l 00, prepaid only. (Please
contact the Association for pric ing Information.) Single c opies
are free upon request by sending a self-addressed, stamped
envelop e . Requests from outside the United States should Inc lude an envelope, but postage is not required.
© 1999 International Reading Association
Cover and inside photo by Robert Finken

INTERNATIONAL

~4Reading Association
•

800 Barksdale Road, PO Box 8139
Newark , Delawa re 19714-8139, USA
Pho ne : 302-731-1600
Fax: 302-731-1057
10~8
Web site: www.rea..
.org
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You don't have to create a classroom setting
and formally teach to promote literacy at
home. Parents and other caregivers can create
opportunities for reading and writing in daily
life to help their children connect written
words with meaning.
You will notice that your preschool child
loves to scribble on paper with crayons, markers, pencils, or anything available. It's important
to realize that these scribbles are a form of expression. They might represent a story your
child wants to tell. Encourage him to look at
the scribbles and tell you the story in his own
words the story they represent. If you don 't understand some parts of the story, ask him to explain the story to you. As your child tells you
the story, write down what he says next to the
scribbles, then read the story back to him.

Making space for literacy
Set aside a special place in your home for reading and writing.
• Be sure to have writing materials such as pencils, markers, crayons, and both ruled and unruled paper available.
• Put magnetic letters on the refrigerator or a
chalkboard.
• Designate a bookcase or shelf for your child's
own library.

Encourage early efforts
When your child starts to read, encourage her
to write words and sentences on pa per, make
them into a story, and then read the story to
you and other family members. Be sure to offer
enthusiastic praise for her effort.
Find ways to preserve and display your
child's writing by placing it in a picture album,
posting it on the refrigerator or bulletin board,
or making a homemade book. Making a homemade book is fun and the finished product can
be added to your child's library. All you'll need
is some construction paper, a hole punch, and
yarn or ribbon for binding. A collection of the
books he's written him..-:plf will delight him and
show you his progress.

• Read your child a fable, fairy tale, or other
short story slowly and dramatically. Then ask
your child to illustrate a part of the story he
liked best or to imagine a different ending for
the story. Have him dictate or write a few sentences that tell about what he is imagining.
You might start a book journal in which you
and your child can write and draw pictures
about the books you've read, and put a star
next to the favorites.
• Creating a personal word dictionary is a
long-term project that's fun for rainy or snowy
days. Help your child write a letter of the alphabet at the top of every page in a notebook
or on separate sheets of paper. Ask her to
write down new words she's learned recently
on pages with the corresponding letters. Have
her write the meanings of the words and perhaps a sentence using the words. Some or all
of these sentences can be used as the basis for
a creative story. Have her read this story to
you and other family members.
• Send your child little notes (they can be put
in a pocket, under a pillow, or in a lunch box,
for example). If your child isn't reading yet,
he'll probably show you the note. Read it out
loud with expression. When he expresses a
feeling or thought related to a friend or family
member, encourage him to write a similar type
of note or letter to that person. He can dictate
to you if he isn't writing yet. Ask the people
who receive the notes to respond with notes
and letters of their own. Your child's letters
can be illustrated with pictures he draws or
cuts out from magazines.
• Help your child start a journal. Explain what
it is and give examples of what types of things
she might write about, such as making a new
friend or something exciting that happened at
school. Encourage her to make other suggestions. Keep a journal yourself and compare
notes at the end of a week. You and your
child can read aloud parts of your journals that
you are willing to share.
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Appendix B

Reading Log Sample

Goal= 21

Date _ _ _ __

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Author

--------------------------

Summary including the characters, big event or problem, and the conclusion or solution:

Signature of Person who read or listened to this book_________________

Goal= 21

Date - - - - - -

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Author ________________________
Summary including the characters, big event or problem, and the conclusion or solution:

Signature of Person who read or listened to this book_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Appendix C

Parent Reading Strategy Sample
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by Syd Hoff, Sydney Hoff (Illustrator)
• Stanley (I Can Read Book) by Syd Hoff, Sydney Hoff

~~ Want it? Win
~ it! Enter our
Wish list
Birthday
Giveaway.
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(Must be 18 and

over.)

•

Explore similar items
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Editorial Reviews
From Horn Book
Danny's adventures with a dinosaur, which thrilled readers years ago, may
seem a bit tame to today's prehistoric-animal fans. However, the simple
story, with full color added to Hoff's art, will still capture the hearts of the
youngest chapter-book readers. - Copyright© 1993 The Horn Book, Inc.

All rights reserved --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.
Language Arts

"It is a great pleasure to see what miracles can be wrought with simple
words, imagination, and understanding of children."· --This text refers to the
Paperback edition.

>- See all editorial reviews ...

AH Custcrn:er Revi,e•us

II
II

Avg. Customer Rating:

II

"Danny and the Dinosaur" was my favorite book growing up and l still have
my hardcover copy that my mother read to me every night. I had the entire
thing memorized. It's a timeless classic story about a boy and a day filled
with adventure with his friend, who just so happens to be a Dinosaur. I'm
keeping this book for my children and hopefully for their children as well. -

•
•
•II
II

•Ill
Ill

::-'.i"'..:~-:r~~

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other customers!
:':'zn~~ Definitely a keeper, June 9, 2001
Reviewer: Alison (see more about me) from Michigan

-This text refers to the Hardcover edition .
Was this review helpful to you?

GE) CID

-~.:-:..."";;;-:;~~ A Classic, May 25, 2001
Reviewer: Jasper Rains (see more about me) from Hollis, ME United
States

AS I think back on my childhood htere are several books that helped to
make me an advid reader. DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR is most
definitely one. It is a pleasant story of a boy and his dinosaur. The
adventures they have together are simple and beautiful. l remember reading
this story over and over until the book was worn out. I remember sharing it
with other children and reccomending it to many parents. It is a simple, fun,
easy story that will lift your spirits and will encourage children to fall in
love with books.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/ob1dos/AS1N/1559942266/q1d=9924062 .. ./1U2-8531568-92321U

6/12/01

Full color. Size A 32 pp. 50,000 print.

From the Publisher
Arthur's Pet Business-and taking care of Pal's mother, Perky4las given Arthur a lot
of experience with dogs. But he soon learns that a puppy needs special discipline as
well as love and patience.
Will Arthur and his family survive Pal's mischievous behavior, or will Pal be sent
away to live on a farm? It's up to Arthur to housebreak the boisterous puppy-before
Pal winds up breaking the house!

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal

PreS-Gr 2-Arthur's new puppy wreaks so much havoc that the boy fears his parents
will send the dog away. When Dad banishes Pal to the garage, the garage key
mysteriously disappears. D.W. isn't very optimistic about the animal's future, but her
brother insists that he can train him. Arthur then teaches the puppy to sit, stay, lay
down, and perform tricks in less than a week. A predictable but satisfying ending
finds Pal performing for an appreciative audience and retrieving the missing key.
While experienced dog owners may find the speedy transformation unbelievable, a
slight twist redeems the ending. Brown's watercolor and ink-line illustrations
successfully capture the chaos. Series fans as well as uninitiated readers will find the
book's humor and warmth appealing.-Pearl Herscovitch, University of Calgary,
Alberta, Canada
From School Library Journal

PreS-Gr 3-Two more Arthur favorites featuring the theme song "Say Hello to Arthur"
and page tum signals on one side of the cassette.
·
From Marilyn Courtot - Children's Literature

Arthur has a puppy, but he isn't housebroken. Rather, he is braking up the house.
But Arthur perseveres and finally gefs the dog trained and even performing a few
tricks. But this little puppy, as readers soon learn, is no dummy and has a few tricks
of his own. It is amusing and kids who enjoy the lV show will want this and other
Arthur books.
From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly

The amicable aardvark and a frisky new puppy are a natural combination-and a
winning one. In the 18th title in the Arthur series, Brown entertains fans with a
typically blithe narrative, bolstered by full-page pictures brimming with kid-tickling
particulars. "I'll have him trained in no time," promises a sincere Arthur when D.W.
announces that her brother's new puppy, Pal, is "very naughty." But the task proves
a bit more arduous than Arthur anticipates. After the rambunctious dog makes a
mess of the house one night, Arthur's parents banish him to the garage. But when
the key to the garage mysteriously disappears, Pal gets to stay indoors a little longer,
giving him ample time to create more chaos. Readers will love watching Arthur's
attempts to train his pet, who-not surprisingly-gets the last laugh on his doting
young master. Fetching. Ages 4-8. (Oct.)

RELATED TITLES

More on this subject
Kids!
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• Goggles! {Picture Puffin) by Ezra Jack Keats

Featured Item:

~

Penguins!
by Gail Gibbons
(Illustrator)

Editorial Reviews
Book Description

Archie wants to enter his cat in the neighborhood pet show - but the cat's
vanished! Though all the kids search for him, he's nowhere to be found.
But Archie keeps looking. And the pet he finally brings isn't the cat, but one
of the most surprising ever!
AU Customer Reviews
~~..:.-.r~

Avg. Customer Rating:

I--'\
V

Want it? Win
1t! Enter our
Wish List
Birthday
Giveaway.
(Must be 18 and

over.)

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other customers!
2 of 2 people found the following review helpful:

-~:r:;--;.:-::-c:-; Pet Show - Cute Even For the Moms and Dads Who
Read It:), September 7, 2000
Reviewer: SStein from USA
Poor Archie. In the previous EJI< book "Hi Cat," a darn alley cat follows

him home after wreaking havoc with his day. Now, in "Pet Show," Archie is
ready to enter the contest with said cat - but cat has vanished. Archie
ultimately displays cleverness as well as kindness, a wonderful lesson for
little ones. EJI<'s books are always visually gorgeous, with colors and
textures that delight readers. But even the grownup who reads this book
will appreciate clever little Archie and the reminder that sometimes, tough
situations require a little ingenuity and a helping of grace.
Was this review helpful to you?

Gill CED

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful:
-,;:,'z7,.......,7 Great children's book and what pictures!!, July 22, 1999
Reviewer: Denise Hobbs(buchobbs@roadrunner.com) from
Deming, NM

I liked this book because of its colorful illustrations that enliven the story.
The stories that Ezra Jack Keats write are so good to use for children to
relate to. I recomend his books to teachers to use in bibliotherapy and for
just anyone to read. I also have read "Peter's Chair" and again just as in all
his other books you find real life situations in relation to life. Then there's
his wonderfull illustrations.
Was this review helpful to you?

Gill CED

http://www.amazon.com/exec/ob1dos/A~1N/068971159X/o/q1d=99240.. ./102;.8531568-92321U

6/12/01
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From the Publisher
There's no doubt about it: This energetic crew has no intention of going to sleep.
Instead, they gather a lovable team of animal friends and set off on a carefree
adventure that takes them from woodlands to waterfalls- and then to even wilder
wonderlands, where the sun doesn't set until the kids are good and ready!
Steven Kellogg's boisterous romp, inspired by a traditional refrain, turns getting
ready for bed into a delightful game that is sure to become a favorite of all not-sosleepy little ones eveywhere.
So come along and join the song: A-Hunting We Will Go!

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal
PreS-Gr 2-Kellogg gives new life to a traditional folk song in this lively book. When a
young brother and sister are reminded that "it's almost time for bed," they try to put
off the inevitable by singing a song that takes them on an imaginary trip into a forest,
down a stream, and over a waterfall. Along the way, they find a moose and a goose
who "are on the loose," spot a ''weasel at the easel," "tickle a giraffe and make him
laugh," and meet other assorted animals, originally seen as toys in their room.
"Moose gets tubbed," "Goose gets scrubbed," and llamas are put in pajamas, as
everyone prepares for bed. Finally, after hugs and kisses, it is "off to sleep we'll go."
Kellogg uses his trademark style to give all of the animals charming personalities. He
is a master at combining real-life events with the imaginary, creating humorous
illustrations that demand time to be carefully scrutinized. Children will appreciate all
of the clever details. The cheery rhyming text and funny dialogue balloons beg to be
shared aloud. An author's note comments on the history and variations of the song. A
sing-out-loud bedtime romp.-Nancy A. Gifford, Schenectady County Public Library,

NY
From Carol Collins - Children's Literature
. This nursery rhyme transforms an old English folk/children's song into a jaunty
pilgrimage toward bedtime. Trying to postpone the inevitable, a brother and sister set
off with ham blasting and drum beating, along with polar bears to hunt up all their
animal friends. Like a child's imagination, the home becomes a wood, a river, an
ocean, as one by one the menagerie is gathered up. There is much to entertain in
this whale of a tale_including a rocky rowboat ride over a waterfall. The fox and his
socks, the weasel at the easel, the moose and the goose are just a few of the funny
but instructive rhymes embedded throughout. The nighttime ritual includes
showering, teeth brushing, and putting pajamas on the critters. The gorgeously
colored, elaborate illustrations that cover each page offer treasures beyond the story
line. Whales at the bottom of the sea, sleeping beside Mark the shark in jail,
humorously embellish the bedtime story. The friendly moon and stars, mixed with the
blues and golds of evening, give this tale the perfect frame.

From Judy Chernak - Children's Literature
Believe it or not, this is a bedtime book, in which animals familiar and dear adventure
their way along to the inevitable "Now off to bed we'll go." Never fear: the hunting is
simply about gathering new friends and playing games, including a child's own usual
progression from playtime to bath to stories to wind-down and tuck-in. Sample: "Abrushing we will go! A-brushing we will go! Will the polars brush their molars? Yes,
yes, yes, yes! NO! I'm the boss and I say FLOSS!" A musical score of Kellogg's
version of the original song begins and ends the book, in appropriate sun-drenched
then moon-glow tones, and the illustrations within are humorous, detailed and very
upbeat.
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Editorial Reviews
Ingram
Louie waits eagerly for his pet tadpole, Alphonse, to grow into a frog.
All Customer Reviews
Avg. Customer Rating: ·~~

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other customers!
Happy Birthday,
Danny and the
Dinosaur! (I Can
Read Book (Paper))
by Syd Hoff, Sydney
Hoff

1'

,.-~-

Visit the Mu~i~
Store
..........

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful:

~r;;r.:r.:r My favorite Steven Kellogg book.. , September 6, 2000
TOP

so Reviewer: Alan R. Holyoak (see more about me) from
North Manchester, Indiana USA

Re1;,ev.,er

I've been a Steven Kellogg fan for a long time, and this is one of the books
that won me over.
Imagine being a small boy, say 6 or 7, and having an uncle from Scotland
bring you an unusual tadpole for your birthday... then it doesn't turn into a
frog!

.

'

A Day Without Rain
Enya

~

t,!\ Want it? Win
J

it! Enter our
Wish List
Birthday
Giveaway.

(Must be 18 and
over.)

The Mysterious Tadpole is a fun romp through life with a pet that grows
and grows and keeps on growing.
The story is engaging, the illustrations are brilliant, and children and adults
both love reading this book.
Give is a try!
5 stars all the way!
Alan Holyoak
Was this review helpful to you?

Gill CED

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful:

:.;-;;-,..--:~::- A Big hit with boys!, April 18, 2000
Reviewer: A reader from Dexter, Michigan

The Mysterious tadpole is a book at our preschool and it is checked out so
often it is diffult to get your hands on it. Boys just love this story of
friendship and problem solving. As a mom, I like the values of Louie, who
won't give up on his beloved pet / friend Alphonse. I would recommend it
to all boys and gils of all ages.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/ob1dos/ASlN/Ul 4U5487UX/q1ct=9924U79 .. ./102-8531568-9232 l U 6/12/U l
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rawhide crowd; learns to rope, ride, and build fires; and becomes a 'first-rate
cowhand.' In celebration of the end of the roundup, Aunt Fem invites Wallace and
new friends to a barbecue. When a cattle stampede nearly ruins the party, the young
hero saves the day as he displays hidden talent as a matador and reverses the
direction of the herd.... Preschool to grade two." (SLJ)

Annotation
. In a wildly funny twist on the annual "How I spent my summer vacation" school-essay
ritual, Mark Teague shakes up a dull classroom with a young student's imaginative
account of his adventures in the Wild West. Perfect for back-to-school read-alouds,
here's a western fantasy with sparkling illustrations and enough action to knock kids'
boots off! Full color.

From the Publisher
Some kids spend their summer vacation at camp. Some kids spend it at Grandma's
house. Wallace Bleff spent his out west...on a ride, a rope, and a roundup he'll never
forget.

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal

PreS-Gr 2An original fantasy told in rhyme. Wallace Bleff, who is reporting to his
class about his summer vacation, tells of his travels west at the bidding of his
parents, who felt his overactive imagination needed a rest. He relates how en route
to his Aunt Fern's house, he is kidnapped by cowboys andvoil, Kid Bleff is born. He
joins the rawhide crowd; learns to rope, ride, and build fires; and becomes a .. firstrate cowhand." In celebration of the end of the roundup, Aunt Fern invites Wallace
and new friends to a barbecue. When a cattle stampede nearly ruins the party, the
young hero saves the day as he displays hidden talent as a matador and reverses
the direction of the herd. The art is done in warm acrylics throughout; first to portray
the classroom setting where Wallace's yarn begins against the backdrop.of the
chalkboard, then segues into the sandy scenes of the Wild West, and back again.
Teague strikes again with a unique idea, one teachers would do well to use. An
excellent read-aloud choice for back=-to-school reading in the classroom or the public
library.Marsha McGrath, Clearwater Public Library, FL
From Dia L. Michels - Children's Literature

Wallace Bleff takes his teacher and fellow students on a Wild West adventure when
he gives his school report on how he spent his summer vacation. On his way to visit
Aunt Fem, he is captured by cowboys and learns their trade, earning the nickname
"Kid Bleff." When he finally reaches his Aunt's house, he joins in on a roping party,
and proves himself a hero during a cattle stampede. This story is pure rhyming
entertainment for little people with big imaginations.
From Samuel C. Hyde - Time

{This} is an amiable spoof of a traditional fourth-grade hoodoo. Remember having to
stand up in front of the class telling the stupid stuff you did while school was out? ...
Great illustrations-funny, but not cutesy-by the author, who has drawn his
buckaroos without a six-gun in sight.
From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly

A boy's school report tracks his imaginary adventures in the wild West, using playful
rhyming verse; the result, according to PW, is "one rootin' tootin' tall tale." Ages 3-7.
(Aug.)
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From the Publisher
Where can you ...
• hold a starfish in your hand?
• get splashed by a frolicking dolphin?
• come face to face with a shadowy shark?
At you local aquarium, of course! Aliki takes us on her most exciting adventure yet,
from a brightly colored coral reef and a majestic kelp forest to dark, shark-:infested
waters and a steamy rain forest. Come along on this trip to a wonderful place where
you can visit aquatic creatures from all over the world - all in one very special day!

~ From the Critics
From Elizabeth Bush - Booklist
A young boy enthusiastically shares tidbits of information about aquatic life as
readers join him on a tour of the aquarium. Fish facts, selected f9r their child-appeal
and delivered in a brisk, conversational tone, are neatly organized by marine
environment. As each fish is described within the boy's narration, it is also identified
in an illustration by clear, unobtrusive script. The aquarium's inventive displays
(based on those in several actual aquariums) vie .with the fish for center stage.
Visitors pass through a glass tunnel teeming with tropical fish, gape at a three-story
kelp forest tank, and touch the fish in a shallow tide pool. The dominant blues and
greens of Aliki's watercolors are not only cool and inviting; they also provide visual
continuity amid the riot of brightly colored fish. Readers who delight in Aliki's
attention to detail will not be disappointed. Watch for the marvelously varied
expressions on visitors' faces and for our young guide's souvenir from the aquarium
bookshop-a copy of "My Visit to the Aquarium".
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which will sustain him for a full year, and to plant the other. The following spring, the
plant bears two seeds. Jack eats one and plants the other, as he does for several
years until he determines to plant both seeds. The next year he has two plants each
bearing two seeds, so he eats one seed andplants the other three. Six seeds! As the
years go by, he marries, raises afamily, plants many crops, endures a flood, and
saves enough seeds to feed his family and start planting again." (Booklist)
"Kindergarten to grade three." (SLJ)
-

Annotation
The reader is asked to perform a series of mathematical operations integrated into
the story of a lazy man who plants magic seeds and reaps an increasingly abundant
harvest.

From the Publisher
A gift from a wizard makes Jack's fortune grow by ones and twos, then threes and
fours, then faster and faster, challenging you to keep track of his riches.

''The real wizard is the renowned Japanese author and illustrator, who has found yet
another way to introduce numbers and counting with wit and charm ... Endlessly
rewarding." -The New York Times Book Review
"Children old enough to enjoy brain teasers will have fun working this out." -Kirkus
Reviews, pointer review
"A tour de force from a most original author-illustrator." -The Hom Book

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal

K-Gr 3-A happy-go-lucky young man and some magic seeds are the familiar
elements of this deceptively simple tale. Anno provides the enchantment. An old man
gives Jack two golden seeds and a simple formula for becoming self-sufficient. He
faithfully follows the directions, eating one of the seeds, which amazingly takes care
of his hunger for the year, and planting the other the following spring, which
produces two new seeds. He enjoys several years of easy subsistence until he
decides to fend for himself one winter and plant both seeds. The next and each
successive season begin a geometric progression of harvests-2 sprouts produce 4
seeds (one of which he eats), 3 plants produce 6 seeds, 5 yield 10, etc. In no time at
all, he has a bountiful surplus and shares his wealth first with Alice, who becomes his
wife, and eventually their son. Even when a hurricane devastates their crops and
storehouse, 1Oseeds are saved and the family begins anew. Anno illustrates the
multilayered story (and its mathematical operations) with his trademark spare, clear
watercolors using metallic gold circles to represent the stored seeds and red ones for
those that are consumed. Pictorially and conceptually, he explores the fundamental
magic of planting and harvesting crops in this celebration of life and its many riches.Luann Toth, School Library Journal
From Susan Dove Lempke - Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books

As a story, this is too repetitive, but as a series of intriguing math problems, the book
works well, providing counting practice for the youngest, counting by twos and tens
for kindergartners and first graders, adding and subtracting for older students, and
multiplication by twos for third graders. Comically angular people and an assortment
of sprightly animals add to the fun, andAnno's soft earthtoned watercolors are
arranged elegantly with lots of white space, always carefully setting the different
seeds apart according to their destination. Despite its necessarily monotonous
quality, this is a solid choice for school and public libraries.
·
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adequately convey the fact that salamanders have few natural defenses and need to
remain quiet and hidden to avoid predators. Also, the size range of various kinds of
salamanders is not given. Mating is not mentioned, although the development of their
young is discussed. Some important scientific.terms are omitted as well. While the
author defines "ectotherms" and "carnivores," she does not mention "metamorphosis"
or "molting" although both processes are briefly described. Finally, she fails to
identify the species depicted in the snapshc;>t-sized, full-color photographs-even by
common name-in captions or in the text. Emery Bernhard's Salamanders (Holiday,
1995) provides more detailed information on the life cycle, characteristics, and
behavior of these amphibians.-Karey Wehner, San Francisco Public Library
Copyright 1999 Cahners Business Information.

I
I

From Joyce Rice - Children's Literature

I

Salamanders are small creatures that see poorly and run slowly. They have no claws
to defend themselves, so they must be very good at hiding. When a salamander is
grabbed by its tail, the tail will break off, allowing it to escape. After a few days, the
salamander's tail will grow back. These slimy creatures are fascinating to young
children and the photographs in this book will feed that fascination. This is an ideal
''first science" book for elementary collections. This is part of the "Pull Ahead Books"
series that introduces science concepts to young children. This entire series would
be an excellent introduction to science for the elementary classroom.

I
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~ From the Critics
From Children's Literature
In order to help emergent readers, Grolier had developed a new collection of
nonfiction books entitled Welcome Books. The objective is to welcome new readers
and in particular to provide factual information in an interesting format. The teXt and
photographs eXplain how a tadpole becomes a frog. Fullpage, fullcolor photographs
appear on the right hand page with a simple two or three sentence teXt on the left.
Balded words are defined in a section entitled "New Words." There is a page that
lists books and web sites to help kids find out more (note that no dates are given for
the books cited). There is an indeX and a brief mention of the author and the
consultants on the final page, and there is an opening table of contents page. 2000,
Grolier, $13.50 and $4.95. Ages 4 to 7. Reviewer. Marilyn Courtot 0516233114
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mushrooms, salamanders, and many others, until it eventually turns into a mound of
rich black earth. Very young children love spotting the animals as they learn about
the life cycle of a tree. Full color.

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal
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K-Gr 3An attractive introduction to the life, death, and decay of an oak tree. The
simple, informative text presents the complex cast of characters residing in or on the
living tree as well as the decomposing logfrom woodpeckers, squirrels, and
porcupines to carpenter ants, millipedes, slugs, and fungi. The verbal descriptions of
this rich ecosystem are enhanced by striking illustrations of three-dimensional paper
sculptures, often so realistic as to seem to be preserved natural specimens. Although
this ground has been covered in Alvin Tresselt's The Gift of the Tree (Lothrop, 1992),
a reincarnation of The Dead Tree (Atheneum, 1972; o.p.); and James Newton's
Forest Log (Crowell, 1980; o.p.), Pfeffer's gentle, lucid text and Brickman's superb
illustrations certainly merit inclusion in most collections.Patricia Manning, formerly at
Eastchester Public Library, NY

From Marilyn Bagel - Children's Literature
Nature has a natural pecking order, and nowhere is that better illustrated than in this
creative treatment of the life of a log and the living things that call it their home. It
begins ... "Deep in a forest a great oak tree stands." And from this mighty oak a ·
fascinating ecosystem grows. Lifelike three-dimensional paper sculptures created
from painted paper and glue take us on a splintered journey through the many years
of a log's life. It starts out as a statuesque tree limb. Over time it ultimately transforms
into soil. But not before all sorts of critters have moved in including squirrels,
porcupines and carpenter ants, woodpeckers and woodboring beetles, toadstools
and molds, slugs and snails, ants, millipedes and spiders, termites and moss. Then
an acorn falls into the rich soil, and a seedling begins the process anew. Your
children will never look at a log in the same way again.
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A reviewer, a dad from Louisiana, April 20, 2000, -~·- ,r-t --:-- .;~
If a tree falls in the woods ...
What child wouldn't be fascinated by this visual tale of an oak tree that topples in a
storm? Author Wendy Pfeffer and illustrator Robin Brickman team up to make this
story come alive. It's easy to understand why this book won the 2000 Giverny Award
which is given for the best children's science picture book. The rhythmic pacing and
staccato of Pfeffer's prose plays off the visual complexity of Brickman's lifelike paper
sculptures. Long looks at the pages are repaid as children discover more and more
of the organisms hidden in the illustrations. This book is a story book that also
teaches plant and animal ecology-not, in contrast,· a typical, illustrated little science
book with a ton of facts. I think that's why kids like it so much!
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2000 Giverny Award
Winner
Best Children's Science
Picture Book
Book: A Log's Life

Ages: 4-8
Author: Wendy Pfeffer
Illustrator: Robin
Brickman
(c)~997. (text) Wendy Pfeffer. (CJ
1997, (illustraticns) Roc1n enckman:
ISSN· 0-689-80636-1, Dimensions
(in inches): 0.37 x 8.31 x 10 33: Lrst
price: $16.00 (US). Publisher Simon
& Schuster Children's Puol1sh1ng,
New York. NY 10020.
tJtt0:,//www.amazon.com
Cover rmage is used with permission
and is (c)1997. Robin Brickman

\Vinning Book Synopsis:
\Vhat happens when a simple but engaging ecological tale, stunningly creative
mixed-media artwork, and dramatic science story-telling combine? \Vhy not find
out'!
Here's the story in its essence: .\ giant oak tree. the unsung center of a 'living
community of organisms, big and small, topples one day during a storm and
breaks a1mrt. It becomes a giant log sprawled on the forest floor, and yet,
maintains a central role. Finally, it decomposes and ultimately becomes the soil in
which an acorn sprouts and grows into another massive oak tree. Sounds simple.
But it is HO\V that basic "circle-of-life" storyline is communicated and
represented to children that makes this book tower above others, much like the
oak tree it chronicles.
Read "A Log's Life" to a child tonight. and both of ~·ou will crave a re-viewing
and rereading. To be sure. there are lots of interesting new children's science
picture books on the market today. hut many tend to inundate children with a
plethora of science facts. or distract them with a dizzying array of brightly
colored images. Such books also "jum1> around like a grasshopper," with
disjointed storyline and ostentatious artwork vying for attention. In addition.
http://www.l5degreeiab:comtawardll0:html
6/13/01
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inventiveness and wit. His stories are instantly recognizable by their use of fantastic
words, clever rhymes, and unusual creatures-drawn in his distinctive style.

Annotation
In this cautionary tale of greed and environmental destruction, the lovable Lorax tries
to save the Truffula Forest and its inhabitants from disaster at the hands of the
cantankerous Once-ler. Full-color illustrations.

From the Publisher
He's shortish.

Ando/dish...
And brownish. And mossy.. .
And he spoke with a voice .. .
that was sharpish and bossy.
''The big, colorful pictures a-nd the fun images, word plays and rhymes make this an
amusing exposition of the ecology crisis. "-School Ubrary Journal. Illus. in full color.

~ From the Critics
From Debra Briatico - Children's Literature
In this classic story, the Once-ler describes how his greedy actions destroyed a
beautiful and thriving environment. Children will enjoy the colorful characters and
rhyming verse and adults will appreciate the subtle messages about the negative
effects of deforestation, habitat destruction, and air and water pollution.
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Hashimoto (takakoh@hotmail.com), creating new waves of life!', December 6, 2000,
Guidelines for living!
Well, the Lorax, is said to be the environmentalist's bible ... its based on the idea that
no matter who you are- once you have heard the story, you should do what's in your
power to fix things back the way they should be. Even if you weren't the one to make
the mess. Can we send one to the presidents and Congress to remind them of the
important things in life?
Also recommended: Vertie Turtle-Equality. Horton Hears a Who-Respect and power
of 1. Butter Battle Book-Peace and common sense. Sneeches-Humanity. Horton
Hatches Egg-Diligence. Grinch-Treasures of the Heart
Faith Theiben (FTheiben@AOL.com), wife, mother, student,avid reader, November
28, 2000, "''f: ,, '1 '"\'
Outstanding
Only the greatest pro-environment book of all time! Speaks to a wide variety of
readers.
Also recommended: Horton Hears a Who
Bobby Hundley (huntley9@yahoo.com), an 18-year old college student, November 3,
2000, •,:--:r-·,r~':!!·
What a book!
This is the greatest book ever written about preserving the environment.
Also recommended: Dr. Suess, The Sneeches and Other Stories
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Arthur is concerned, nothing! Then the rumors start that a spaceship has landed in
the neighborhood-and suddenly the idea of camping out under the stars takes on a '
whole new meaning. Full color.

From the Publisher
Children read about Arthur's antics antics in his own backyard with Buster and the
Brain. Full color.

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal
K-Gr 3-As Arthur prepares for his first sleepover, his sister D.W. and all his friends
are talking about the UFOs that have been sighted in the area. However,. Arthur,
Buster, and the Brain don't let the rumors interfere with their plans for a backyard
adventure in Arthur's tent. In typical fashion, D.W. waits until the boys quiet down for
the night and launches her own "alien" invasion, and Arthur thinks of a way to beat
her at her own game. As usual, Brown treats his subject with warmth and humor, and
his illustrations enhance the text through their detail and the visual clues they give
readers. This is a title that will have wide appeal.-Mary Ann Bursk, Bucks County
Free Library, Levittown, PA

From School Library Journal
K-Gr 3-Author Marc Brown's reading of Arthur's Chicken Pox is lively entertainment
for listeners. Introduced by a song sung by kids, this adventure revolves around
whether or not Arthur will get over his chicken pox in time to go to the circus with his
family. In the meantime, D.W. makes her own plans to invite a friend to go as Arthur's
replacement, and feigns chicken pox herself in a bid for attention from her family. At
the end of the story, in a nod to justice, Arthur recovers in time, but D. W. comes
down with spots on the morning of the circus. Equally entertaining is Brown's reading
of Arthur's First Sleepover. The possibility of aliens making an appearance during
Arthur's campout with his friends adds to the excitement. Of course, D. W. is making
her own preparations to provide an alien so the boys won't be disappointed. Once
again, humor abounds with Arthur's ~fforts to get even. Listeners will delight in
hearing Mar Brown's interpretation of the characters and enjoy these stories with
their predictable and satisfying endings.-Marcia Brightman, Mark's Meadow
Laboratory School, Amherst, MA

From Or. Judy Rowen - Children's Literature
Arthur is back in his twentieth adventure. He is having his first sleepover, which is
exciting enough, but the rumor of alien spaceships sighted in the area is even more
exciting. Arthur's sister D. W. sends the boys running by scaring them with a fake
spaceship landing, but Arthur has the last laugh! A fun story for old fans of Arthur as
well as new acquaintances. _

From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly
Brown offers yet another Arthur adventure-his 20th-that entertainingly taps into a
familiar childhood experience. Here Arthur is planning his first sleepover party in his
tent. Nothing-neither local reports of a spaceship sighting nor best friend Buster's
mother's initial reluctance to let her son attend-can dampen the young aardvark's
enthusiasm. He even has his camera at the ready lest the aliens drop in, so he can
snap pictures and sell them to the National Requirer. But after trading baseball
cards, eating pizza and fighting with pillows, Arthur, Buster and the Brain see an
eerie light. Is the spaceship about to land? As usual, Brown's art contributes
significantly to the fun: the boys make amusing welcome signs for their potential
visitors ("We are your friends"; "Please do my homework"); and the vision of the
petrified pals running blindly through the yard, tangled in their collapsed tent, will
bring on plenty of snickers. Kids definitely like to read about themselves, and Brown
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Frances doesn't think her little sister can be her friend, but after being left out of her
best friend Albert's no-girls baseball game, Frances finds that sisters can indeed be
friends-even best friends. Celebrating its 25th anniversary, this favorite story about
friendshi~ is now reillustrated in full color.

Description from The Reader's Catalog
Russell Hoban and Lillian Hoban had a long and distinguished collaboration as the
authors and illustrators of numerous picture books, of which the Frances series 'is the
most popular. The Hobans have sensitive ears and eyes for stories that make young
children laugh but also provoke questions

From the Publisher
Frances doesn't think her younger sister Gloria can be her best friend. Besides,
Albert is Frances's best friend. But when Albert has a no-girls baseball game, Franes
sets out to prove to Albert a thing or two about friendship - and what girls can do.
Along the way, Frances discovers that sisters can indeed be friends ... maybe even
best friends.
RELATED TITLES
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Barnes & Noble.com - Best Friends

Kathy feels lonely and betrayed when her best friend goes away for the summer and
has a wonderful time.

Description from The Reader's Catalog
Louise Jenkins is Katie's best friend-and also a traitor. The theme of best friend
turned worst enemy is nicely explored in an amusing book

From the Publisher
To Kathy the greatest thing in the world is a best friend. And Louise Jenkins is hers.
They do everything together, from sharing their chocolate milk at lunch to riding
Golden Silverwind, their make-believe horse who lives in the imaginary stable
between their houses.
But when summer comes so do Louise's aunt and uncle, taking her away to the
mountains. Kathy is crushed. While her friend is away having a wonderful time, their
neighborhood feels like a lonely desert. Then a new neighbor with a dog expecting
puppies to move in - and it looks like the summer will be just great. Well
almost...Kathy still thinks about Louise a lot, and how Louise doesn't seem to be
missing her one bit.
Steven Kellog has affectionately captured the sometimes exhilarating, sometimes
troubling emotions of childhood in a humorous book sure to appeal to readers of all
ages - especially those who've ever missed a friend.

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal
K-Gr 3 Kellogg's "fantastical" nature is more than evident in his latest title. Best
friends Kathy and Louise share everything together. When Louise goes away for the
summer, Kathy sees the neighborhoodliterally and figurativelyas a barren desert.
Finally a postcard arrivesLouise (the traitor) is having a wonderful time! Kathy is hurt
and angry but is somewhat appeased by the appearance of a new neighbor, 72-yearold Mr. Jode, who has a dog who is about to have puppies. Kathy is to have the first
spotted pup; Louise's mom also arranges for Louise to have one. Louise returns,
bearing gifts and assurances that she did indeed miss Kathy. The first puppy is
brown, and given to Louise. There is no second puppy. Kathy is crushed, until Louise
suggests raising the puppy together. All ends in starry daydreams about the future.
The watercolor and ink illustrations are appealingly bright and magical. Kathy and
Louise's daydreams are vividly and flamboyantly portrayed, with "reality" just as
attractively pictured. If this title is flawed, it is only because Kellogg attempts too
much in his plot. There is too much going on for too long, but the charm of the
illustrations is enough to minimize this factor. Janice M. Del Negro, Hild Regional
Public Library, Chicago
From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly
Warmth and humor permeate this •• truly childlike" account of two girls' friendship,
"to the final satisfying frame," said PW. Ages 4-8. (Aug.)
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Jackie Bothman (Jacki820@aol.com), a 19 year old customer service rep, April 16,
2001, :-:-r ~·<t-t
The Most Memorable Childhood Book
I read this book when I was seven years old. I am now 19 years old, and I have read
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search for Toad's lost button, and Frog writes a letter to Toad because he never
receives any mail. These marvelous tales touch both the heart and the funny bone.

I
I

Description from The Reader's Catalog
The first book in a tender (and funny) series of stories about an abiding friendship.
Short chapters can be read as separate stories to help beginning readers along.
Caldecott Honor Book 1971

From the Publisher
In 1957, Harper published its first I Can.Read title, Little Bear, written by Else
Holmelund Minarik and illustrated by Maurice Sendak. Large type, simple
vocabulary, chapter-like divisions, and .decorative pictures made Little Bear perfect
for emerging readers-they could read the story comfortably and not feel
overwhelmed by the text. Following suit came such classics as Peggy Parish's
Amelia Bedelia series, Lillian Hoban's books about Arthur the monkey, and Syd
Hoffs popular Danny and the Dinosaur. Many books in this series are special in the
depth of emotion evoked - Little Bear, the Frog and Toad books by Arnold Lobel, and
Daniel's Duck by Clyde Bulla, to name a few - and all are enjoyed by children of all
ages. Grade 1 - Grade 3.
RELATED TITLES
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R~ail Price; $4,99
Our Price: $4.49
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Readers' Advantage
Price: $4.27 Join Now
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bn.com customers who bought this book also bought:
One Frog Too Mam, Mercer Mayer.Marianna Mayer
Frog on His Own, Mercer Mayer
Frog, Where Are You?, Mercer Mayer
Frog, Where Are You?, Mercer Mayer
The Puppy Who Wanted a Boy, Jane Thayer.Lisa McCue (Illustrator)

ABOUT THIS ITEM

Description from The Reader's Catalog
Three small-format, wordless books with precise and humorous observations
From the Publisher
'Humorous; very engaging ... Even very young preschoolers will 'read' the tiny book
with the greatest satisfaction and pleasure.'
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sleeps with. What should Ira do? He can't sleep without Tah Tah, but his friend
Reggie will laugh if he brings him. Finally, Ira decides to leave his bear behind, but
gets a big surprise when the lights go out! ·

Annotation
Ira is thrilled to spend the night at Reggie's until his sister raises the question of
whether he should take his teddy bear. "An appealing picture book which depicts
common childhood qualms with empathy and humor."-Booklist. Full-color
illustrations.

From the Publisher
Ira is thrilled to spend the night at Reggie's, until his sister raises the question of
whether he should take his teddy bear.. "An appealing picture book which depicts
common childhood qualms with empathy and humor." - Booklist
RELATED TITLES

More on this subject
Kids!

1-jqm~ I Bookstore I Out of Print I College Textbooks I Bargain Books I eBooks I Articles for Download I Music
QY.D & Video I PC & Video Games I Magazine Subscriptions I Online Cours~~
·

Terms of Use, Copyright, and Prtvacy Policy
Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 barnesandnoble.com lie
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with new full-color illustrations. Second grader Freddy Dissel has that left-out feeling
until he gets the chance to show everyone-including himself-how special he is.

Description from Jhe Reader's Catalog
Squeezed in like peanut butter between the oldest and youngest kids of the family,
this "middle" child finds ways to make himself visible

From the Publisher
Lately second grader Freddy Dissel has that left-out kind of feeling. Life can be
lonely when you're the middle kid in the family who feels like "the peanut butter part
of a sandwich," squeezed between an older brother and little sister. But now for the
first time it's Freddy's chance to show everyone how special he is and, most of all,
prove it to himself!

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal

Gr 1-3- First published in 1969 with turquoise and yellow pictures by Lois Axeman
(Reilly & Lee, 1969; o.p.), this was substantially updated and revised in 1981
(Bradbury) and reillustrated in black and white by Amy Aitken. That same text has
now been reillustrated by Trivas in bright watercolor washes and black crayon line.
The multiracial cast of fifth- and sixth-graders still welcome the second-grader;
Freddy still proudly sheds his resentment over being ranked as the "one in the
middle" of his siblings; and the theme of being glad to be you is still validly
presented. Trivas's lively renderings depict contemporary children and settings in an
edition sized to match her reillustrated version of Blume's The Pain and the Great
One (Bradbury, 1984). -Susan Hepler, Alexandria City Public Schools, VA
From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly

Squeezed between a big brother and a kid sister, Freddy employs newfound
histrionic abilities to escape being "the peanut butter part of a sandwich." Ages 5-8.
(July)

RELATED TITLES

More on this subject
Kids!
Find other books using these keywords:
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r Brothers and sisters
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· Fly Away Home
by Eve Bunting. Illustrated by Ronald Himler (Houghton, 1991 ISBN 0-395-55~
6 Paperback, Hardcover). Picture Book. Grades 2+.
This review by Carol Otis Hurst first appeared in ·.r~~«:-~irrgJ<.·lLlla._ga_?,i~~-
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Review
This is a sensitive book about a boy and his dad who lh
the airport. Homelessness is not a common subject for ~
children's book and a picture book on this small family
daring deed for Bunting and Himler to attempt. They hi
to walk a fine line to tell us this story. A misstep in any
~,-.i_,.q direction would have brought condescension, overim:.t::::lf simplification, false cheerfulness or hopelessness and F
Away Home is free of all those things.

•-•----111
, Througb_t_he_LQck.
. Pick up your copy of
Carol's First Novel!

As with any picture book, it's good to start with the cover. On this one we have 1
dejected father in an airport waiting area with his son leaning over the seat to dr
his arms across his father's shoulders. Both are clean, dressed in plain blue (the 1
narrator warns often about the dangers of being noticed.) The father's hands hol,
large blue bag and beside him on the seat is a smaller one. We'll learn in the boc
that these contain their only possessions. In the background are a man and worn.
obviously waiting to welcome travelers off the flight that may be arriving even
now. Not under strictures to be unnoticed, this couple wears bright colors and tt
woman carries what might be an oversized purse.
· To open the book is to get an insight into a counterculture that most ofus don't

http://www. carolhurst. com/t1tles/tlyawayhome.html
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survive they must not be noticed: they change terminals every night and sleep sitting
up; they eat in the airport cafeteria and wash up in the restrooms. Although Andrew
resents the good fortune of the travelers who have homes to go to, he takes hope
from the example of a bird, trapped one day inside the main terminal, who after many
attempts finally escapes through a briefly opened door." (Hom Book) "Kindergarten
to grade three." (SLJ)

Annotation
A homeless boy who lives in an airport with his father, moving from terminal to
terminal trying not to be noticed, is given hope when a trapped bird finally finds his
freedom. Full-color illustrations.

From the Publisher
A homeless boy who lives in an airport with his father, moving from terminal to
terminal trying not to be noticed, is given hope when a trapped bird finally finds its
freedom. "A first-rate picture book that deserves a place in all collections. Sure to
spark discussion." - School Library Journal, starred review

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal

K-Gr 3- "My dad and I live in an airport ... the airport is better than the streets." As
they did in The Wall (Clarion, 1990), Bunting and Himler successfully present a
difficult subject in picture book format. A small child narrates the facts of his
homeless existence-sleeping sitting up, washing in the restroom, and above all,
avoiding being noticed. The brief text runs through all his emotions from a matter-offact acceptance to a fierce longing that makes him angry at those who have homes.
Using subdued watercolors, Himler conveys the vast, impersonal spaces through
which father and son move. He often places them at the back or edge of the pictures,
underscoring their need to go unnoticed. This is a serious story but not an
overpoweringly grim one. There is a reassuring togetherness between father and son
and although there isn't an easy, happy ending, it does conclude on a poignant yet
believable note of hope. Both illustrator and author focus on giving the child's-eye
view of the problem, and their skill makes this a first-rate picture book that deserves
a place in all collections. -Karen James, Louisville Free Public Library, KY
From Susie Wilde - Children's Literature

There's a power in a sensitive book that features a relationship between father and
child. Bunting tells the story of a homeless boy and father who live in an airport.
Illustrations by Himler accent the moods of the book, the pervasive sadness and the
blur of living a life that escapes anonymity only because of the bond between father
and son.
From Jan Lieberman - Children's Literature

The real meaning of "home" is best understood by those who have no home. Ask the
boy in Eve Bunting's latest tale, he'll tell you. He and his dad don't earn enough to
pay rent so they live at the airport, moving from terminal to terminal to avoid
detection. The boy's loneliness, anxiety, and feeling of captivity are described vividly
in text and pictures. Oh, to be free, to fly away ... home. 1993 (orig.
From Dinitia Smith -The New York Times Book Review

{The author} makes homelessness seem almost like fun. The airport is clean, and
there seems to be enough to eat-a lot of it sugar. Andrew says he doesn't mind
having to walk all the time. Judging from Ronald Himler's watercolor illustrations,
Andrew and his father even have reasonably nice clothes. Although we're toldsketchily;-that Andrew's mother has died and his father hasonly a part-time job, that's
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pronouncing the name of the one in trouble, the Chinese, according to legend,
decided to give all their children short names.

From the Publisher
This humorous retelling of a favorite folktale recounts how the Chinese came to give
their children short names. Beautifully illustrated, this perfect read-aloud storybook is
one adults and children will enjoy sharing together again and again. Full-color.
~

From the Critics

From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly
In this folktale, help is slow in coming when a Chinese boy falls into a well, since the
boy's long and difficult name must be pronounced in full. Beautifully expressive
drawings enhance the book's Oriental feel. Ages 4-7. (Oct.)
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cynthia, April 27, 2001, "r·r·-:,,-y--r
chilhood memories
i haven't read the book myself, but it was a childhood favorite. reason bieng i grew
up with it being recited to me, from an old family freind,from then it always stuck with
me. it's a very great book in my eyes.
A reviewer, a 13 year old child from San Diego, October 6, 2000,
Outstanding
I think that it is a very wonderful and nobel book for children.

~

•~

"! ·-:-

Brandi Miller (Levarbrandi@aol.com), Child care Provider in California, August 7,
2000, ',':'".')" ~t' :-r '.~
A must have bookfl
This was my favorite book when I was a child. It had me mesmerized. It still does. I
never forgot how to say his long name. I own a large family day care and all of the
children love this book. It is the first book they choose for us to read.
Nicole (Najla7@hotmail.com), 17 w/ a short name also : ), December 21, 1999,

;a:··1

wow!
i loved this book when i was a little girLand i love it now. after being away from this
delightful little book... i felt like a 7 yr. old when i found it on here! it was sooo fun to
say tikki tikki tembo's name when i was little.. i still find it quite enjoyable.:)
Also recommended: Polar Express, any Amelia Bedelia books, Cloudy With a
Chance of Meatballs, Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, Barn Dance!, also any Dr. Suess
Books
Matt (Prowler781@aol.com}, a 17 year old with a short name., December 28, 1998,
Confused?
Do not confuse this story with Rikki Tikki Tavi of Rudyard Kipling fame. It will cause
you great grief. This book is GREAT!!!! By that I mean Tikki Tikki Tembo. Not to say
Rikki Tikki Tavi was bad, but I like Tembo better.
Also recommended: Rikki Tikki Tavi
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with the Revolutionary War. JI provides a logirnl, and historically verifiable, active role for females while not ignoring the domestic details
which comprised much of their lives. The situations are readily comprehended - even for those young readers whose idea of the Revolutionary War may be still somewhat vague. The illustrations by Emily
Arnold McCully extend the development of selling and characters,
adding lo the book's accessibility. M.M.D.

Cynthia Rylant

FOR INTERMEDIATE READERS
Ages 9 to 12

John Christopher

151 pp. Dutton 1988 ISBN 0-525-44397-5 12.95
A prequel to the well-known Tripod trilogy more than outdoes itself in
excitement and provides the logical, ingenious, and, above all, frightening explanation of just how the Tripods were able to take over most
of the world. Terrified when they witness the arrival of the first Tripod,
Laurie and his friend Andy are temporarily reassured when the Air
Force destroys it. Yet, later on they become aware that a television cartoon lampooning the disaster has become addictive and eventually
mind-altering for members of their families, friends at school, and even
the entire world as ii cunningly shifts from ridicule to outright proTripod propaganda. With just the right blend of luck and determination Laurie and his family, with Andy in tow, escape England lo join
Laurie's stepmother in Switzerland. Although pursued by the relentless Tripods and harassed by the xenophobic Swiss, the family eventually finds refuge in the disused tunnel to the Jungfraujoch, the hideout found many years later by Will, Beanpole, and Henry. As always,
Christopher tells a rousing good tale. His characters are likable and
rise to believable acts of bravery. The plot is carefully planned to make
reasonable the events in the boys' madly disoriented world and summons every possible ounce of drama and suspense out of the family's
flight to safety. The menacing images of the huge Tripods and their
brain-altering caps linger on in memory and become, as the author
tells ii, a not unreasonable and harrowing possibility. E.R.T.

Henry and Mudge i11 //,e S1mrkle Days g

48 pp. Bradbury 1988 ISBN 0-02-778005-8 10.95
Illustrated by Sw;ie Stevenson. No previous acquaintance of I lenry and
his canine sidekick, Mudge, will be surprised by the success of their
latest curtain call. In their fifth book of adventures boy and dog revel
in the sparkles that winier brings with snow, Christmas, and starlit
night skies. The anticipation of the first snowfall, the bundled-up,
dripping-nose joys of galloping in fresh while drifts, the magic of a
Christmas Eve dinner, and the soothing warmth of a roaring fire fill
the "sparkle days." Once again, Rylanl's easy-to-read text manages a
full repertoire of emotions and activity - brought to buoyant life in
Stevenson's cheerful colorful illustrations. ·1 he beginning reader
couldn't ask for a belier pair of companions. K.J.

Saying Good-l,yc lo Grandma g
48 pp. 7" x 9'14'' Clarion/I loughton 1988 1s11N 0-89919-645-4 13.95
Illustrated by Marcia Sewall. When seven-year-old Suzie's grandmother dies, Suzie accompanies her parents on a journey lo the small
town where her mother grew up. Suzie has ample time lo wonder,
with curiosity and fear, about her grandmother's funeral. Although the
reunion with her relatives is distracting, the ever-present rituals associated with death crowd in, and Suzie finds herself participating in
them. I fer apprehensions are legitimate and are handled sensitively by
her parents, who allow her lo decide about allending the funeral. The
author manages to convey sentiment without sentimentality and,
through the accumulation of small, achingly realistic incidents, re-creates the sadness a family experiences when ii loses an especially wellloved and appreciated member. The somber quality of the story is nicely
balanced by recollections of Grandma's special lalenls, by the love the
family shows to Grandpa, and by the antics of Suzie and her cousins,
who discover that the room at the funeral home where the caskets are
kepi is a great place to play capture the flag. Jane Resh Thomas includes elements not often found in fictional treatments of death for
young r-eaders, but, because of her respect for her audience, Grandpa's
tears and Suzie's viewing of Grandma's body seem lo fit naturally into
the story. Marcia Sewall's pastel illuslralions include no unnecessary
flourishes and are perfectly suited lo the spare and straightforward
quality of the text. Although few adults will succeed in finishing the
book with dry eyes, children old enough to wonder about what goes
on at a funeral will be fascinated with the details of an occasion about
,~l~ich they often h~ar but in which they are seldom included. One
f1111shes the book with a feeling of joy for life, especially as it is celebrated by children. ELLEN G. FADER

When //,e Tripods Came

Jane Resh Thomas

*

Paula Fox

Tl,e Village by tl,e Sen g

160 pp. Orchard Books/A Richard Jackson Book/Watts 1988
ISBN 0-531-08388-7 13.95
Library editi~n ISBN 0-531-08388-8 13.99
" 'Envy's a coal comes hissing hot from hell.' " Using these words,
Uncle Crispin attempts to explain Aunt Bea's hostile behavior during
Emma's two-week visit. Sent to slay with the pair during her father's
heart bypass operation, Erl1ma is doubly consumed by worry over him
and the difficulty of adjusting toJhe strange household perched over a
beach on Long Island Sound. While Crispin does his gentle best to
smooth ruffled feelings, Bea shuffles about in faded old bathrobes,
drinking endless cups of tea, and comments caustically on her halfbrother, hated stepmother - Emma's grandmother - and on Emma
herself. Emma is fortunate to find escape on the beach and a friend in
Bertie, who lives nearby. The two girls begin, almost casually, to build
a house or two out of the stones and shells they find and then, with
increasing interest, construct an intricate and carefully planned miniature village. for Emma it offers escape from Bea into a secure and
orderly little world as well as Bertie.'s healing friendship. As the days
pass by and Emma's father begins the slow process of recovery, the
girls complete the little town. Then, in a devastating scene, Emma discovers that Bea, either in rage or iealousv. has ciPdmuP.-1 it Thn hn,.1,

When the relatives come bumping up from Virginia, the house fills with people and
hugs. There are so many people that meals have to be eaten in rotation, and arms
and legs get tangled at bedtime! When summer ends and the relatives leave, beds
feel "too big and too quiet," yet we know that the relatives will return next summer.
Gammel's scratchy, messy illustrations capture the boisterous and loving
togetherness.
·

Synopsis

.

Relatives visit from Virginia and stay for several weeks to work and play.
"Kindergarten to grade two." (Bull Cent Child Books)

Annotation
"A description of a visit by a large family-its members never clearly differentiated-to
their relatives."-The Hom Book, starred review. "Backing it and expanding it are
Gammell's impressively animated full-color illustrations... Gammell's 'relatives' are a
lively, homespun lot who seem to multiply as the pages turn ... "-Booklist, starred
review. Full-color illustrations. Caldecott Honor Book; ALA Notable Children's Book;
New York Times Best Illustrated Children's Books of the Year; Booklist Editors'
Choice.

Description from Ib~-8~~g~i~$-~~J~l9.9
An ebullient crowd of relatives from West Virginia comes for a visit and reawakens a

family's affection. Caldecott Honor Book 1986

From the Publisher
The relatives' station wagon: it smelled like a real car, looked like a rainbow, and was
roomy enough for a crowd.
Lucky! Because a big crowd in all shapes and sizes piled into that old wagon at four
o'clock one summer morning and piled out of it the next day at their relatives' place
on the north side of the moutains. All in good moods.
The visitors settled in everywhere throughout the house, laughing and making music
and hugging everyone from the kitchen to the front room. And they stayed for weeks.
Cynthia Rylant's words and Stephen Gammell's pictures take warm delight in the
time the relatives came - when two sides of a family made one roomy middle.

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal

PreS-Gr 2-The lively narration of performer Bonnie Kelly-Young combined with the
complementary musical compositions of Chris Kubie add a touch of humor and
realism to Cynthia Rylant's Caldecott Honor Book (S&S, 1985). When the Relatives
Came is an hilarious account of a family's summer visit with their relatives from
Virginia. The joyous reunion is excellently told by the narrator who changes her voice
tone and pitch to capture the various differences of the southern and northern
pronounciations of the younger and older relatives. The story has all the traditional
elements which hallmark most family gatherings: kissing, hugging, eating, laughing,
and reflecting upon treasured memories while creating new ones. Kubie's musical
compositions lend a welcoming accompaniment to the text. For example, when the
family enjoys a backyard picnic with the relatives playing their instruments, Kubie
provides a harmonious tune that allows listeners to feel part of the celebration. This
is an ideal source for parents, teachers, and caregivers who want to provide their
children and students with a meaningful and humorous illustration of family life.Veronica L. C. Stevenson-Moudamane, Mount Vernon Public Library, NY Tex
(unabr.). 5 cassettes. 6 hrs. Recorded Books. 1999. ISBN 07887-3533-0 $45
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opposite the word l1ig; and I! with a keyboard protruding from the
vertical stroke, becomes a baby grand in conjunction with the word
11ia110. While the arrangement of letter and illustration is consistent
throughout, the format is infinitely varied, with white spaces, placement, design, line, and composition used lo achieve a dynamic communication of ideas. The emphasis is on letters and words - not on
particular parts of speech as such; consequently, nouns, adjectives, and
verbs are all part of the action; little attempt is made to provide a specific linguistic framework, as might be expected in a distinctively pedagogical context. Rather, the goal is extending imagination by
· translating the ordinary into something quite extraordinary. Children
who personify letters - like Ramona Quimby transforming Q's into
cats - should be entranced by the possibilities for further exploration,
finding their own cast of characters from A to Z. Beautifully designed,
vivacious, and challenging, this alphabet hook is one I would have
loved in first or second grade when, after dutifully learning the letters,
I happily endowed each with a life apart from its function as a symbol.

PETER SrrnR, Reteller-Illustrator The Book of Jonah
35 pp. 101/z" x 8¼" Doubleday 1985 ISDN 0-385-19334-3 11°.95
Once again the author of Noa/i's Ark (Doubleday) brings familiar Old
Testament story to life. And once again he skillfully compresses scenes
of teeming crowds and cities into small pictorial gems alive with gesticulating humans, pecking birds, and groups of donkeys, sheep, and
camels. Jonah's adventures at sea are set against towering waves and
lashing winds which provide a satisfactorily wild background for his
watery plunge. With characteristic humor, Spier depicts an understandably haggard Jonah as being not in the least surprised lo find
himself in the jellyfish-laden waters of the great fish's belly and later is
more weary than startled by his unusual projection onto dry land. As
always, Spier's fertile imagination and eye for humor puts the story in
a context of busy, bustling everyday !ife in which it really could have
happened. Although Jonah's three-day sojourn in the fish's stomach
will probably be familiar to many children, his visit lo Nineveh and
his subsequent adventures and argument with God will be less so.
Spier's adaptation is admirably simple and clear, but the story, which
revolves about the idea of man's relationship to God, fits less comfortably into picture book formal than does Noah's Ark. The profusion of
lively, detailed, and color-filled illustrations will, however, be a source
of infinite delight. An appendix features diagrams, maps, and Biblical
and historical notes. E.R.T.

a

M.M.B.

Iva D111111it and the Big W111d

10¾" Dial 1985 ISBN 0-8037-0183-7 12.95
Library edition ISDN 0-8037-0184-5 12.89
Illustrated by Steven Kellogg. Tall-tale heroes like Paul Bunyan may
have met their match in Iva Dunnit and her six chfldren. Though
they're not very big, as a team they are unbeatable. They build a snug
house and barn on the prairie. Then they put out a prairie fire, save
little Iris from a pack of wolves, and capture a horse thief while grinning all the time. Iva credits their successes to wits, strength, and,
most of all, lo "young'uns that knows how lo stay put." When the Big
Wind storms across the prnirie one August day, Iva orders her
young'uns lo stay put, strips off her petticoats, and goes off to rescue
their chickens. In a nash, Iva finds herself holding down their roof
with four chickens tied lo her corset strings and the ladder blown away.
When no one hears her cries and delirii11n begins lo set in, Iva is comforted by the thought that her six angels could never rescue her because they were "stayin' put." Al this critical tmimenl the children turn
up for the rescue, and Iva decides that it is far belier to have children
who know when nut to stay put. The illustrations whirl and tumble
across the pages. Kellogg has elabornted on the humor of this tale with
his drawings of this sturdy, cherubic little bnnd of pioneers ..11.0.z.
Cir
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11,e Rclatir1es Came

rn·

32 pp. IO" x 101/z" Bradbury 1985 ISDN 0-02-m220-9 12.95
Illustrated by Stephen Gammell. A picture book as good as country
music consists entirely of a description of a visit by a large family its members never clearly differentiated - lo their relatives. The trip is
taken in a car overstuffed with parents, grandparents, children, luggage, and "an ice chest full of soda pop and some boxes of crackers
and some bologna sandwiches." When they arrive, the hugging starts.
"You'd have to go through at least four different hugs lo get from the
kitchen to the front room." Always cheerful, they eat in shifts, sleep
on the noor, play, picnic, garden, fiddle, and strum. When the relatives
return home to Virginia, everyone is lonesome for a while. The illustrations, quite different from Stephen Gammell's usual brooding, shadowy, gray drawings, are exuberant, untidy depictions of country ,life
and down-home people in lively primary colors and quirky outlines.
The whole lone of the book is rumpled, comfortable, and down~toearth - a celebration of family affection. A.A.F.

From Action A/11/111/•cl. © 1984, 1985 by Neumeier Design Team.

CAROL PURDY

CvNTt ttA RYLANT
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Wtt.UAM STEIG, Author-Illustrator Solomon tlie Rusty Nail
30 pp. 8¾" x 11" Farrar 1985 ISBN 0-374-37131-8 12.95
William Steig is one of a few remarkable illustrators whose use of language can be compared to his artistic talents. Many examples of this
ability adorn his new book, which will inevitably remind readers of
Syli•cslcr a11d /1,c Ma8ic Pd,t,/c (Windmill). The hero is a rabbit named
Solomon who discovers he can turn himself into a ,usty nail and back
~
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donkey js ·startled by a hungry lion emerging from the bushes. Flustered, Sylvester
wishes he were a rock, and is immediately transformed. A year later, Sylvester's
grieving parents go for a picnic and choose the rock that is Sylvester as their table.
Sylvester's father happens to find the magic pebble and places it on the table, just as
Sylvester wishes he were himself again. With great joy, the family is reunited.

Annotation
In a moment of fright, Sylvester the donkey asks his magic pebble to tum him into a
rock but then can not hold the pebble to wish himself back to normal again.

Description from The Reader's CatalQg
Sylvester is a young donkey who finds an attractive red pebble and the apparent
ability to transform himself at will. Caldecott Medal 1970

From the Publisher
On a rainy day, Sylvester finds a magic pebble that can make wishes come true. But
when a lion frightens him on his way home, Sylvester makes a wish that brings
unexpected results. How Sylvester is eventually reunited with his loving family and
restored to his true self makes a story that is beautifully tender and filled with true
magic. Illustrated with William Steig's glowing pictures, this is a modem classic
beloved by children everywhere. Sylvester and the Magic Pebble is a winner of the
Caldecott Medal.,

~ From the Critics
From Meredith Kiger - Children's Literature

Orig.inally published in 1971, this Caldecott winner is being reissued along with a
puzzle to commemorate its 25th anniversary as a favorite of children everywhere.
Sylvester is a donkey who loves to collect pebbles. When he finds a particular round,
red pebble, strange things begin to happen. This lovely fable, which is about being
careful what you wish for, will delight young readers with its whimsical animal
drawings and its happy resolution. The 10-piece puzzle seems too simple for a child
willing to listen to a 25-page book, but the story is charming.
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Donald Mitchell (donmitch@irresistibleforces.com}, a management consultant from
Boston, April 25, 2001, ,. r r ., t
If Wishes Were Things, Where Would We Be?

Sylvester and the Magic Pebble won the Caldecott Medal as the best illustrated
children's story of 1970. The images stand out for their tender renditions of emotion
in the faces and bodies of the animals in the illustrations. Nature is rendered in just
as malleable a way to emphasize the changes going on in the story. The story itself
is a variation of the familiar theme of the grass being greener on the other side. In
typical fashion, that fable theme is carried out here through many trials and
tribulations that will help your child appreciate the joys of what otherwise would be
consider humdrum. The strength of the story is the way the moral is made more
explicit than in most other versions of this theme. This book will never be forgotten by .
any child who reads it, and should be enjoyed by most children beginning around
age 3. Fascination will tend to dull after age 6. Sylvester Duncan (a donkey} lived
with his parents. His favorite activity was to collect pebbles of unusual shapes and
colors. One rainy Saturday during vacation, he was alone when he found a quite
extraordinary one. It was 'flaming red, shiny, and perfectly round, like a marble.'
Shivering in the rain, he wished that the sun would come out ... and it did. The rain
stopped so fast, 'It CEASED.' 'It struck him that magic must be at work .... ' He
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Editorial Reviews
Book Description

Thirteen-year-old Anne Frank went into hiding from the Nazis with her
family in 1942. Read the remarkable story of her life, death, and legacy.
The 48-page Level 3 books, designed for children who can read on their
own, contain more complex sentence structure and more detail. Young
readers will devour these kid-friendly titles, which cover high-interest
topics such as sharks, and the Bennuda Triangle, as well as classics like
Aladdin. Infonnation boxes highlight historical references, trivia,
pronunciation1 and other facts about words and names mentioned.
Averaging 2.400 to 2,800 words, these books offer a 50/50 picture-to-text

ratio. The Dorling Kindersley Readers combine an enticing visual layout
with high-interest, easy-to-read stories to captivate and delight young
bookwonns who are just getting started. Written by leading children's
authors and compiled in consultation with literacy experts, these engaging

books build reader confidence along with a lifelong appreciation for
nonfiction, classic stories, and biographies. There is a DK Reader to interest
every child at every level, from preschool to grade 4.

All Customer Reviews
Avg. Customer RatingJ ~

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other customers!
~ A remarkable diary written by a remarkable girl!, May 6,

2001

·

TOP 10

Reviewer: Rebecca@SeasonedwithLove.com (see more

Reviewer

about me)

Anne Frank lived a seoret life with her family. She had to hide from the
Nazis and she wrote her experiences in a diary. This is written for ages 4-8,
however twould recommend it for ages 6-8. This story has more complex
sentence structure, information boxes an alphabetical glossary and a
comprehensive index.
When Otto gave Anne a red and light,green checked notebook with a metal

lock. she never imagined the impact she would have on the world by
writing her thoughts down. This is in a story format with snippets from the
actual diary.

·

There is a picture of the place Anne hid and a picture of Anne Frank. This
book just brings her story to life for young children. When people think of
Anne, they think of her courage, her sense of humor and her hopes for the
futur&.
The actual diary was first published in America in 1952 as Anne Frank: The
Diary ofa Young Girl. Anne dreamed of becoming one of the most famous
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Jenny I lessell

Stayi11g al Sam's
26 pp. l.ippinrnll 9/90 ISIIN 0-397-32432-4 I0.95
Library edition ISDN 0-397-32433-2 I0.89

Illustrated by Jenny Williams. Sam's house is an energetic and affectionate place. "Al Sam's you're lucky. if they keep it down lo a kiss a
minute." The narrator of this pleasant look al different family styles
contrasts life al Sam's with the more structured and reserved scheme
of things in his own home. Author and illustrator develop lightly and
implicitly the message that both sets of parents - different as they are
- are nice, caring people. Enjoyable crayon and wash scenes in a variety of page configurations follow the simple description_ of domestic
life as observed on a sleepover visit. In a tongue-in-cheek denouement
Sam is invited tu make a reciprocal visit and echoes the narrator's
opening line. "'It's always fun at your house. Kind of like being on
another planet.'" The easy, warm view of hunrnn nature will strike a
spark of recognition and a smile in many an adult and child reader.
M.A.8.

Simon James, Author-Illustrator

Sally 1111d //,c Limpet

32 pp. McElderry 4/91

ISBN

0-689-50528-0 12.95

As so many children do, Sally goes exploring and collecting in the tidal
pools al the beach. A "bigger-than-usual" limpet shell catches her eye,
and, wanting tu lake it home, Sally works and works to pry ii off its
rock. She finally succeeds, only tu discover that the limpet has attached
itself to her finger and won't come off. Sally's massively muscular Dad,
her brother, her friends, and even the nature teacher al school are unable to remove the limpet. When the attempts of the doctor al the
hospital are also unsuccessful, Sally rebels, runs out the door, through
town, down to the beach, and into the waler with a big splash. Once
in the water, the limpet feels al home and, with "a little squelching
noise," wiggles off Sally's finger. Sally carefully picks it up and "gently,
so gently" returns it to the very rock where she had found ii. Having
learned a lesson and feeling pleased with herself, she hums as she
heads for home. The humorous cartounlike drawings capture Sally's
growing distress both with her unwelcome visitor and with the variety
of techniques employed to remove it. 11.0.z.

Alice Mclerran

Roxal1oxe11 g
32 pp. Lothrop 4/91

ISBN

0-688-07592-4 14.95

Library edition ISIIN 0-688-07593-2 14.88
Illustrated by Barbara Cooney. Text and pictures present a tribute to the
endurance of memories derived from the unrestricted, powerful images
of childhood. Roxaboxen is an idyllic town - a country of the mind created by the imagination of youth, but its magic is timeless and its
locale as definite as if defined by a Rand McNally map. Drawing on
family records, McLerran has re-created the experiences of a gathering
of children as they transformed rocks, desert glass, and boxes into a
community complete with houses, shops, a town hall, a jail for those
who broke the speed limit, and even a cemetery "in case anyone died."
l11ere, with "a stick and some kind of bridle . . . you could gallop
anywhere." ll1ere, "everybody had a car," for "all you needrd was

From Roxal)()Xfll. © 1991 by Barbara Cooney.

something round for a steering wheel." Indeed, the only requirements
for full appreciation of Roxaboxen's delights were the willingness to
participate and a talent for improvisation. Most remarkable was the ·
effect of Roxaboxen on its inhabitants: despite the change of seasons .
and the passage of years, it continued to exist in letters and stories to
be shared with later generations. It is this exuberant quality which en•
livens the story and which Barbara Cooney has captured in the accompanying illustrations. Her palette suggests varied hues of the desert from the richly glowing colors of sunset to the drenching warmth of a . ·
summer's day. Against this background of sun, sand, and sky, the ·
characters move in joyous abandon, skillfully choreographed to suggest
that which is universal while conveying a sense of a particular moment. Thanks lo a particularly felicitous blending of illustrations and
words, Roxaboxen can now be shared with others who would be
touched by its magic and charm. M.M.B.

Marisabina Russo, Author-Illustrator

A Visit to Oma g

32 pp. Greenwillow 4/91 isoN 0-688-09623-9 13.95
Library edition ISBN 0-688-09624-7 13.88

Every Sunday Celeste visits her great-grandmother. She cannot understand anything her Oma says, but that doesn't prevent her from inventing a new fantasy about Oma's early years, possibly in Poland,
each week. As her beloved Oma talks - "Oma smiles, she frowns, she
looks surprised, she almost cries, and all the while her hands wave
shapes in the air. I just nod and sit there" - Celeste imagines a dramatic story of Oma's arranged marriage; not in love with her new husband, she runs away on her wedding night. The scandal causes her

- --o· -

--

a school crossing sign. Ankylosaurus is shown waiting infront of a school bus.
Diplodocus could simultaneously slam dunk a basketball at both ends of the court
with his head and tail .... Preschool to grade two." (SLJ)

Annotation
Describes the size of different dinosaurs by comparing them to more familiar objects,
such as a school bus, a trombone, or a bowling alley.

From the Publisher
Describes the size of different dinosaurs by comparing them to more familiar objects,
such as a school bus, a trombone, or a bowling alley.

~ From the Critics
From Beverly Kobrin - Children's Literature
As in The Littlest Dinosaurs, Where To Look For A Dinosaur, A Dinosaur Named
After Me and other related titles, the astute author/artist tickles young readers'
funnybones with a blend of fact, fancy, and not-so-nonsensical speculation that
simultaneously teaches and stirs imaginations. Let your youngsters "Get to Know
Bernard Most" through the 20-minute video that shows him and school children
talking about his work.
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From School Library Journal
Gr 1-3-Another picture book starring Larry, that fortunate polar bear whose mishaps
only serve to solidify his position as the beloved lifeguard at the Hotel Larry. This
story begins when young Mildred Frobisher, daughter of the hotel proprietors,
answers a call from a frantic ice-cream store owner; Larry has eaten an eighth of a
ton of ice cream while resting in her walk-in freezer. The resulting publicity catches
the eye of businessman I. Berg, who hires Larry as his celebrity spokesbear,
complete with his own line of ice-cream bars, with flavors running from arctic almond
to codfish, and the ad slogan: "I do not feel sick." As before, Larry's warmhearted
and literal interpretations of the human world lead to hilarious misunderstandings.
Daniel Pinkwater's masterful deadpan humor appeals to somewhat sophisticated
tastes, despite the book's childlike look. The pen-and-marker illustrations convey the
immense impact of Larry's presence on his human family. The combination of the
absurd with the kindness of true friendship makes this a solid purchase.-Pat Leach,
Lincoln City Libraries, NE Copyright 1999 Cahners Business Information.
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Annotation
A biography of the fifteen-year-old Iowa teenager who helped avert a train disaster in
1881 and became a national heroine.

From the.Publisher
Once in a while an ordinary person performs a deed so brave and unexpected that
we remember it long afterward. Kate Shelley was such a person. In the midst of a
torrential storm in the summer in 1881, ·a dreadful train wreck occurred near fifteenyear-old Kate's Iowa farm. Find out what deeds make Kate a well remembered
person of courage.
·

~ From the Critics
From Mary Harris Veeder - BookList
nger for reading aloud. In this picture book for older readers, San Souci reconstructs
a slice of history. After the railroad bridge near her home collapsed during a summer
storm in 1881, 15-year-old Kate Shelley walked to the nearest railroad station to
make sure the passenger train from Chicago would be stopped before it reached the
broken bridge. To get to the station, she had to crawl across a 700-foot-long railroad
bridge, with a raging river below. The train had been stopped by railroad officials
before she arrived, but her courageous efforts still saved two lives and won her a
national reputation. Along with dramatic descriptions, San Souci presents a
convincing portrait of Kate's personality, depicting her as a strong, supportive part of
her family long before that summer's night. Ginsburg's realistic oil paintings of the
storm and the bridge crossing are particularly effective.
From School Library Journal
Gr 2-SA lyrical account of 15-year-old Kate Shelley's feat of averting a major train
disaster during a tremendous storm on the night of July 6, 1881. Based on scholarly
research, as well as on Kate and her younger sister's own commentary, the story
helps readers to feel the tension building to a crescendo, mirroring the fury of the
storm, as Kate realizes what she must do to stop the midnight express from flying off
the destroyed Honey Creek Bridge. The young woman battles not only the ferocious
elements and the clock as she makes her way across the railroad ties of the Des
Moines River Bridge to Moingona Station, but also her personal fears. Kate's story
has been told adequately in Margaret Wetterer's Kate Shelley and the Midnight •
Express (Carolrhoda, 1990), but San Souci's version better captures the drama, as it
also gives life to the characters, particularly Kate and her widowed mother. The
excitement is enhanced by the luminous oil paintings, as each page evokes an
emotional response to Kate's predicament and difficult choices. Ginsburg's
illustrations of the night scenes are superb. The image of Kate, halfway across the
bridge and threatened by an uprooted tree swept along in the angry water, is
illuminated simply by a bolt of lightening splitting the dark sky. This powerful painting
emphasizes the magnitude of the heroine's struggle and the enormity of her
accomplishment.Martha Rosen, Edgewood School, Scarsdale, NY
From Kathleen Karr - Children's Literature
Fifteen-year-old Kate Shelley was born and raised in a railroad family. She
memorized the schedules of trains passing her 1881 Iowa home, and could tell the
engines apart by their distinctive whistles. When a terrible summer storm destroyed
the nearby trestle bridge-throwing an engine into the flooding waters-it was only .
natural for Kate to brave the ferocious night. She had to stop the passenger-filled
midnight special. This heartwarming true story of bravery is graced with evocative
illustrations.
From Jan Lieberman - Children's L~terature
Kate Shelley is an inspiration to all who have heard her tale. Based on a true story,
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~ From the Critics
From Kay Weisman - Booklist

Written in the style of a treasurer's report {as interpreted by second-grader Susan
Olson), this hilarious picture book details the trials and triumphs of a group of
children attempting to raise money for a trip to the Statue of Liberty. Although their
fund-raising strategies seem ordinary enough {a recycled paper drive, a lemonade
stand, a candy sale, a car wash, baby-sitting, and dog walking), the results are
decidedly "extra-ordinary'': a cat falls into the lemonade, no one will trust a secondgrader to baby-sit or walk a dog, and one of the cars being washed rolls into the
doors of the First National Bank. Fortunately, the errant auto also foils a bank
robbery, thus earning the class a reward sufficient to pay for the trip. Slavin's
expressive, watercolor-and-ink illustrations mesh perfectly with Zimelman's deadpan
text. A great choice for read-alouds, this will also make an excellent introduction to
primary units on·money.
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every country in the world has a version of it, but the favorite of story-tellers is the
French version by Charles Perrault.
This translation is excellent for story-telling and also for reading aloud. Marcia
Brown's illustrations are full of magic and enchantment from the little cupids putting
back the hands of the clock to the last scene at the palace. They are pictures that will
stay in a child's mind.

tJ From the Critics
From Marilyn Courtot - Children's Literature
This timeless story tells of the young girl who is mistreated by her step mother and
step sisters.· Eventually goodness triumphs and Cinderella's fairy godmother helps
her go to the ball where she meets the charming prince. She runs away, he finds her,
and they live happily ever after. This is an easy to read version of the story with
beautiful pastel colored illustrations.
From Carolyn Mott Ford - Children's Literature
It was Charles Perrault who, as the book jacket points out, compiled the collection of
fairytales that included Cinderella, Bluebeard, Little Red Riding Hood, Puss in Boots,
and The Sleeping Beauty. This is a translation from the French, which has attempted
to retain the essence of the original while making the classic story of the lovely and
virtuous Cinderella accessible to the readers of today. The story of the harsh
treatment of Cinderella by her cruel stepmother and hateful stepsisters is familiar. In
this version, Cinderella leaves the ball at a quarter to twelve. It is when she attends a
second ball that she forgets the promise she made to her fairy godmother. Cinderella
dances the whole night away with the prince until the clock strikes twelve. When her
secret is found out, Cinderella's stepsisters beg for forgiveness and she is able to
totally forgive them.
·
From Kirkus
Cinderella (32 pp.;, PLB Apr.; 0-7358-1051-6, PLB 0-7358-1052-4): Perrault's
ancient tale of Cinderella has been slimmed and toned down considerably, with her
virtues less evident and the supporting cast less effective. Readers will wonder why
. Cinderella's father, who is not conveniently dead in this story, doesn't rally to her aid,
but they will be otherwise enchanted by Koopmans's delicate illustrations. One good
French touch comes at dinner; the prince is so besotted that "even when the most
delicious dishes were served for supper, he could not eat a morsel." (Picture
book/folklore. 5-8) .
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R. D. Allison (dallison@biochem.med.ufl.edu), May 17, 1999, 'i'··r~ • -·r
Winner of the Caldecott Medal and translated by Marcia Brown.
Not all of the commentaries above are for this version of the classic tale. The edition
I'm referring to is the one translated and illustrated by Marcia Brown. It was awarded
the 1955 Caldecott Medal for best illustrations in a book for children. Thus, it is
probably the version most familiar to 'baby beamers' (and, thus, their children). It is a
translation of the classic French story by Charles Perrault about a girl kept in the
background serving her stepmother and two stepsisters. But, her fairy Godmother
finds a way to get Cinderella to the Ball. Everyone should have a copy of this on their
shelves for their children as should any serious student of children literature.
RELATED TITLES
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This picture book tells the legend of Rhodopis, a Greek slave who married the sixthcentury B.C. pharaol:l Amasis. This "is accomplished through the intercession of the
great falcon, symbol of the god Horus. When the majestic bird deposits one of
Rhodopis' rosy-gold slippers, a gift from her master, in the lap of the Pharaoh, he
determines this to be a signal from the gods to marry the maiden whose foot it fits ...
. Kindergarten to grade three." (SLJ)

Annotation
In this version of Cinderella set in Egypt in the sixth century B.C., Rhodopes, a slave
girl, eventually comes to be chosen by the Pharaoh to be his queen.

From the Publisher

.

Poor Rhodopis! She has nothing - no mother or father, and no friends. She is a
slave, from the far-off country of Greece. Only the beautiful rose-red slippers her
master gives her can make Rhodopis smile. So when a falcon swoops down and
snatches one of the slippers away, Rhodipis is heartbroken. For how is she to know
that the slipper will land in the lap of the great Pharoah himself? And who would ever
guess that the Pharoah has promised to find the slipper's owner and make her queen
of all Egypt?

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal
K-Gr 3- A stunning combination of fluent prose and exquisitely wrought illustrations.
Clime has woven this ancient tale, a mixture of fact and myth, with clarity and
eloquence. The beauty of the language is set off to perfection by Heller's arresting
full-color illustrations. The story of Rhodopis, a Greek slave girl in ancient Egypt, is
an interesting variant of the traditional Cinderella legend. Because of her rosy
complexion and fair hair, Rhodopis is scorned and teased by the Egyptian servant
girls who work for her kind but disinterested master. Rhodopis' happy fate, becoming
the wife of Pharaoh Amasis (570-526 .. ), is accomplished through the intercession of
the great falcon, symbol of the god Horus. When the majestic bird deposits one of
Rhodopis' rosy-gold slippers, a gift from her master, in the lap of the Pharaoh, he
.determines this to be a signal from the gods to marry the maiden whose foot it fits.
Powerful visual presentations reminiscent of the figures on Egyptian frieze paintings
and carvings, colorful birds and animals that pulse with life, and information about
Egyptian mythology and civilization are subtly interwoven into the traditional folktale.
This will certainly be a winner for story hours, as well as a useful resource for the
study of Cinderella through the ages and throughout the world. -Martha Rosen,
Edgewood Sch . , Scarsdale, NY
From Debra Briatico - Children's Literature
In this clever retelling of an ancient Egyptian tale, a Greek slave girl named
Rhodopis receives a pair of rose-red slippers from her kindly old master. When a
falcon swoops down and soars away with one of the beautiful shoes, she becomes
heartbroken. Unbeknownst to her, the falcon delivers her slipper to the great
Pharaoh himself, who sets out on a journey to find the slipper's owner. When he
locates Rhodopis, he falls in love and makes her his wife and beloved queen. Both
adults and children will enjoy this book's eloquent prose and exquisite illustrations.
From Jack Zipes - The New York Times Book Review
Conventional cliches are common in Shirley Clime's narrative, marred by stihed
language. And the illustrations by Ruth Heller are not much better, since they mix
stereotypical images of Egyptian dancing girls with exotic birds and animals in hues
of bright green, pink, aqua and yellow mainly for superficial decorative purposes. The
most disturbing features of this trite tale are the racist connotations, whether
conscious or not. Rhodopis, unlike most Greek maidens, is very blond and pink, and
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Synopsis
"Pear Blossom was named for the pear tree planted in honor of her birth by her aging
father and mother. After her mother dies, her father marries again, and Pear Blossom
is ill-treated by her stepmother and stepsister. Her stepmother sets her impossible
tasks and threatens her with dire punishment unless she successfully completes
them. With the help of a frog, some sparrows, and a black ox, Pear Blossom
completes the tasks and finds good fortune in marriage to a wealthy
magistrate." (Booklist) ."Kindergarten to grade five." (SLJ)

Annotation
Everyone knows the story of Cinderella, but not everyone knows the story of how
Pear Blossom, the Korean Cinderella, is treated like a slave by her jealous
stepmother and forced to perform three impossible tasks. With the help of magical
creatures, Pear Blossom not only accomplishes the tasks, but she also becomes a
nobleman's wife. Full color.

From the Publisher
'Clime and Heller conflate several Korean variants of Cinderella to offer up the story
of Pear Blossom, a lovely girl who is sorely mistreated by her nasty stepmother and
stepsister.... At once comfortingly familiar and intriguingly exotic, the text is
especially noteworthy for its instructive but unobtrusive incorporation of Korean
words. '-Publishers Weekly. 'Heller's paintings are exotically lush and colorful as
well as engaging .... An agreeable retelling of the Cinderella story.' -BL
Notable 1994 Children's Trade Books in Social Studies (NCSS/CBC)

~ From the Critics
From Marilyn Bagel - Children's Literature

Every culture has its version of the children's classic Cinderella. This Korean version
combines lyrical prose with exquisite illustrations to tell the story of Pear Blossom,
her jealous stepmother Omoni, and stepsister Peony. The fairy godmother role is
assumed by a group of magical animals. Omoni demands impossible tasks of Pear
. Blossom, and with their help, Pear Blossom meets the challenge and ultimately
becomes a nobleman's wife. It should be noted that all the illustrations-from those
depicting Korean rituals to the smallest clothing details-are the result of the
illustrator's extensive research and passionate interest in Korean culture.
From Jan Lieberman - Children's Literature

This adaptation of Cinderella is based on 3 versions of the tale known in Korea.
Korean words add to the flavor of the story. Ms Heller's illustrations portray village
life and dress as it was 300 years ago with designs inspired by patterns painted on
the eaves of Korean temples. The heroine's name is Pear Blossom. As soon as her
father remarries, her new stepfamily dub her "Pigling." Pear Blossom is aided by a
'tokgabi' (frog goblin) and a black ox. An intriguing version gracefully told. Children
like to find elements they know to compare with the Perrault and Grimm versions.
From Debra Briatico - Children's Literature

Pear Blossom, a lovely Korean girl, is treated like a slave by her jealous stepmother
and stepsister and forced to perform impossible tasks. With the help of magical
creatures, tokgabis, Pear Blossom finishes all of her tasks just in time to see the
prince in a procession. He sees the beautiful young lady lose her sandal and vows to
marry the girl who wears the matching shoe. This masterfully retold version of
Cinderella presents real Korean customs and includes dramatic, brightly colored
illustrations.
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Barnes & Noble.com - The Persian Cinderella

Page 2 or4

A retelling of the traditional Persian tale in which Settareh, neglected and abused by
her stepmother and stepsisters, finds her life transformed with the help of a little blue
jug.

From the Publisher
In this jewel-like version of a classic story, p·opular folklorist Shirley Clime tells the.
tale of Settareh, the Persian Cinderella. Magic enables Settareh to outsmart two
jealous stepsisters and \\?n the heart of a prince. But where most Cinderella stories
end, poor Sattareh's troubles are only beginning! The unexpected plot twists will
enchant readers as they rediscover the familiar tale iri the lush setting of long-ago
Persia. Shirley Clime's authentic details bring the story to life, and Robert Florczak's
stunning paintings echo the vibrant colors and motifs of an ancient land.
01-02 TX Bluebonnet Award Masterlist
Author Biography: Shirley Clime is well-known for her thoroughly researched
retellings of the Cinderella tale in the best-selling The Korean Cinderella and The
Egyptian Cinderella, both illustrated by Ruth Heller. Ms. Clime lives in Los Altos, CA.

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal
K-Gr 4-After giving most of her money to a beggar, young Settareh spends her last
coins on a cracked jug instead of purchasing fabric for a new dress to wear to the
prince's celebrations. Resigned to remaining home, she discovers that the pot is
inhabited by a pari that is able to grant her every wish. She attends the festival,
catches the eye of the prince, leaves behind a diamond ankle bracelet, and is found
by the queen. Settareh unwisely reveals the secret of the jug to her stepsisters, who
steal it and instruct it to get rid of the young woman. The jug self-destructs, leaving
behind six jeweled hairpins that, once placed in Settareh's hair, tum her into a
turtledove. When the grieving prince befriends the bird, he finds the pins and pulls
them out, thus restoring his beloved. The story is well told, although the drama, and
hence the pace, is somewhat subdued. The narrative reads smoothly and
majestically and Clime explains her choices in a source note. Florczak's sumptuous
illustrations have jewel-like tones that glow against the brownline-paper background,
and traditional designs decorate the text. The illustrations are realistic and
appealing, although in one scene, Settareh is wearing a blue veil with her face
exposed when the text specifies that she and the other women draped themselves in
black to conceal their faces. Despite this minor flaw, this is a suitable complement to
Clime's other "Cinderella" stories.-Donna L. Scanlon, Lancaster County library, PA
Copyright 1999 Cahners Business Information.
From Uma Krishnaswami - Children's Literature
Here's the latest from Clime, who has brought us Cinderellas, a Cinderlad, and
mermaids from around the globe. This is the story of Settareh, "who belonged to no
one, and nothing belonged to her." Classic Cinderella ingredients are recognizablejealous stepsisters, a festive event hosted by a prince, a magical pari who grants
wishes. They come cloaked in "silk the color of ripe pomegranate seeds," and
scented with jasmine blossoms. A twist in the tale seems to lose Settareh her prince,
but in the end all is set right. An author's note offers source and adaptation
information. Florczak's multimedia illustrations gracefully incorporate elements of
Persian architecture and design.
From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly
Clime's (The Egyptian Cinderella; The Irish Cinderlad) adaptation of this Arabian
Nights myth offers a capricious twist on the Cinderella story. In preparation for a No
Ruz (New Year) celebration at the Royal Palace, Settareh and her stepsisters go to
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Cinderella and Cinder Edna, who live with cruel stepmothers and stepsisters, have
different approaches to life; and, although each ends up with the prince of her
dreams, one is a great deal happier t~an the other.

From the Publisher
The famous Cinderella and her neighbor Cinder Edna each worked sunup to
sundown for their wicked stepmother and stepsisters. But while Cinderella had the
good fortune to be rescued by her fairy godmother, Edna was strong, self-reliant,
spunky-and she lived happier ever after! "Nicely executed.... This Cinderella sendup is full of kid-pleasing jokes."-Publisher's Weekly.
Author Biography:
ELLEN JACKSON was born and raised in southern California. As a teenager, she
always wished her feet were small and delicate, and tried to cram them into shoes
that were several sizes too small. Later, when she read the story of Cinderella to her
kindergarten classes, she wondered how anyone could run in glass slippers, much
less dance in them.
Now the author of several books for children, Ellen lives in Santa Barbara, California,
where she has gladly forgotten the recipes for dozens of ways to make tuna
casserole.

~ From the Critics
From School Library Journal
K-Gr 3-This clever, double story follows the fates of two young women. Readers
know Cinderella, who works all day, sits in the cinders, and needs her fairy
godmother to get the ball moving. But Cinder Edna next door has used her spare
time to learn 16 different ways to make tuna casserole and to play the accordian.
She earns money by cleaning out parrot cages and mowing lawns, and can she tell
jokes. When the dance is announced, she dons the dress she bought on layaway,
takes the bus to the ball, and wears loafers for dancing. She wins the attention of
. Prince Randolph's younger but dorky brother, Rupert, who loves to dance and tell
jokes, and runs the palace recycling plant. Both women dash off at the stroke of
midnight. The two princes' plans for finding the owners of the lost glass slipper and
the beat-up loafer are a hilarious contrast. Ella ends up, of course, with the vain,
boorish Randolph. Edna moves into a solar-heated cottage, caring for orphaned
kittens and playing duets with her husband Rupert. O'Malley's full-page, full-color
illustrations are exuberant and funny. Ella is suitably bubble-headed and selfabsorbed while Edna is plain, practical, and bound to enjoy life. Kids will love this
version of the familiar story for its humor and vibrant artwork. Buy two copies-one to
circulate and the other to hoard for story hours.-Susan Hepler, Alexandria City Public
Schools, VA
From Susie Wilde - Children's Literature
Cinderella, the fairy tale with the greatest number of versions, has a new incarnation
in this book. Cinder Edna is Cinderella's next door neighbor. This strong resourceful
girl doesn't believe in a fairy godmother, has earned money to put a dress on
layaway, and knows her comfortable loafers are great for dancing. In a double
ceremony she marries the prince's younger brother Rupert, laughs, jokes and plays
duets on the accordion and concertina and lives more happily ever after than her
beautiful, but bored neighbor, Cinderella.
From Publisher's Weekly - Publishers Weekly
According to Jackson, the famous Cinderella (here cast as a feckless modem
suburbanite) has a neighbor, Cinder Edna. Each does household chores for a nasty
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Amazon.com: buying info: Cinderella Penguin, Or, the Little Glass Flipper (Picture Puffins) Page 2 of 4

..,, ..... '"'"'

Sydney Hoff

• ~e. ..ro_qr.e.Jo.J.b.e.
Page You Made

• Counting Penguins {Science Emergent Readers) by Betsey Chessen,
Pamela Chanko
• Easy Make & Learn Projects: Penguins (Grades 1-3) by Donald M.
Silver, et al

•

Explore similar items

Editorial Reviews
From Horn Book

&

A Letter to Amy
(Picture Puffin)
by Ezra Jack Keats

Visit the Music
Store

l~~

-

A Day Without Rain

~ Enya

i':'\

The Cinderella story is told with a penguin cast and wonderfully illustrated
in bright, bold colors similar in style to that of an animated film. The sight
of Cinderella and her stepsisters as penguins carries the picture book. Copyright© 1993 The Horn Book, Inc. All rights reserved. --This text
refers to an out ofprint or unavailable edition ofthis title.
Ingram

The tale of Cinderella shows up in almost all cultures--even Penguin
culture. The evil stepsisters envy Cinderella's dainty flippers and fins. The
Great Fairy Penguin changes the heroine into the Penguin Prince's
dreamboat, and in the end it is Cinderella who fits into the glass flipper.
Full-color illustrations.
AU Customer Reviews
:r..'.?':~-r- .

Avg. Customer Rating:

Want it? Win

~ it! Enter our
Wish List
Birthday
Giveaway.

(Must be 18 and ·

over.)

Write an online review and share your thoughts with other customers!
4 of 4 people found the following review helpful:
:'.r..-r:.t~:r - A wonderfully charming book, February 27, 1998
Reviewer: mango118@aol.com from Vancouver, WA, USA

This adorable picture book is a must for everyone. The wonderful
illustrations enhance the story and make it enjoyable for people of all ages.
Was this review helpful to you?

G!D (]D

Customers who bought tities by Janet P~r!man aiso
bought tit!es by these authors:

•
•
•
•
•

Marcus Pfister
Judy Sierra
Audrey Wood
Beatrice Fontanel
Donald M. Silver

•

Explore similar authors

Auctions and zShops sef!ers and our other.stores
recommend:
http://www.amazon.com/exec/ob1dos/AS1N/Ul4U555528/q1d=9924U66 .. ./1U2-8531568-92321U
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Appendix D

Program Evaluation Sample

. Family Literacy Evaluation

SA=Strongly Agree

A=Agree

D=Disagree

SA=Strongly Disagree

1. This program has increased our family reading at home.

SA

A

D

SA

2. The reading material is interesting.

SA

A

D

SA

3. The time allowed to complete the activities is appropriate.

SA

A

D

SA

4. The activities encourage better comprehension of the story. SA

A

D

SA

5. I appreciate the invitation to read to the class.

SA

A

D

SA

6. The newsletters have helpful tips.

SA

A

D

SA

7. I visit the library more often now with my child.

SA

A

D

SA

8. The Family Nights are enjoyable and educational.

SA

A

D

SA

9. I use the web page.

SA

A

D

SA

10. The reading log encourages my child to read more.

SA

A

D

SA

Please list some strengths of the program .

.· Please list some improvements the program could make.

Family Literacy
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Appendix E

Danny and the Dinosaur Shirt Sample

r""";inern
Use with "Telling T-Shirts" on page 23.

• On» Educauon Center, Inc. • THE MAILBOX-, Prfmary• AuwSept 2000
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Appendix F

Birthday Information Sample

~
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..---~·. : ,,, ·;,.
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.
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.,

f

:,

The Tradition of Animals and the Asian Calendar
Asian Americans:have th~:-~ame calendar as the oth~X:.H!tfZ~x:1:,~ of:
the United States. However, many Asian Americans hon·or their fam- · ·
ily heritage which names years for animals; Almost alt countries, of.,_
.. south and southeast Asia name their years for animals. The Chinese · ·
. compute years in cycles of· twelve usirig the animal names for each:·'
The historical reasons. ·ror~s differ from country to country, al-·-·
though many stories attribute the tradition to Buddha and his great
respect for all life. Some stories tell that Buddha invited all of the
animals in the world to meet him under the bo tree on a certain day at
a certain time. He honored the twelve faithful animals w:ho came by
naming the years for them in the order that they arrived at the bo
tree. Therefore, this is the order of the years. When the cycle of twelve
is completed it starts over.
First, the Year of the Rat
Second, the Year of the Ox
Third, The Year of the Tiger
Fourth, the Year of the Rabbit
Fifth, the Year of the Dragon
Sixth, the Year of the Snake
Seventh, the Year of the Horse
Eighth, the Year of the Sheep
Ninth, the Year o( the Monkey
Tenth, the Year of the Rooster
Eleventh, the Year of the Dog
1\velfth, the Year of the Boar (Pig)
The following will help students determine the animal of the present
year.
1984 (the Year of the Rat)
1985 (the Year of the Ox)
1986 (the Year of the Tiger)
1987 (the Year of the Rabbit)
1988 (the Year of the Dragon)
1989 (the Year of the Snake)
1990 (the Year of the Horse)
1991 (the Year of the Sheep)
1992 (the Year of the Monkey)
1993 (the Year of the Rooster)
1994 (the Year of the Dog}
1995 (the Year of the Boar)
Asian Americans .

110

O Carson-Dcllosa Publ. CD-7077

~ My Herltag~,. B,frth9~Y:Jf.1,!2r!!1~~J<?:r.:
Birthday Flowers

-:~-

~'.:Yi

January-Carnation ,
February-Violet
March-Jonql!il
April-Sweet Pea
May-Lilly of the Valley
June-Rose
·
July-Larkspur
August-Gladiolus
September-Aster
October-Calendula
November-Chrysanthemum
December-Narcissus
Birthstones
January-Garnet
February-Amethyst
March-Aquamarine
April-Diamond
May-Emerald
June-Pearl
July-Ruby
August-Peridot
September-Sapphire
October-Opal
November-Topaz
December-Turquoise
Astrological Signs
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 Capricorn
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 Aquarius
Feb.19-March 20 Pisces
March 21-April 19 Aries
April 20-May 20 Taurus
~ A
l"'I • J
..
IVlay
~
, - une 20 G emm,
June 21-July 22 Cancer
July 23-August 22 Leo
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 Virgo
Sept. 23- Oct. 22 Libra
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 Scorpio
Nov. 22- Dec.21 Sagittarius

'1

;">\~,.

~~:.~f,,., :~;· Chinese Lunar Calendar D>s:::~./,

·<~~ ~. ~

i'.;

l--,,

·~ "·

,,.

f). · •.
I

~;,'•;!,

,1,..:;·~s: ~-

r:-·: , - ' .-; ~·•-1 ~

Rat:1912, 1924,.1~36, 1948, .1960,,. :
· ·197-2, 1984, 1996 ..... , ". . •·.c. . . , •. •.·
1913, 1925, 1ss7,·1949',·1951',' 1913,
1985, 1997
.
Tiger: 1914, 1926, 1938, 1950, 1962,
1974, 1986, 1998 .
. Rabbit: 1915, 1927, 1939, 1951, 1963,
1975, 1987, 1999
Dragon: 1916, 1928,. 1940~ 1952, 1964,
.
1976, .1988.
Snake:1917, 1929, 1941, 1953, 1965,
1977, 1989
.
.
Horse: 1918, 1930, 1942, 1954, 1966,
1978, 1990
Sheep:1919, 1931, 1943, 1955, 1967,
1979, 1991
Monkey:1920,1932, 1944, 1956, 1968,
1980, 1992
Rooster: 1921, nr.:rJ, ·,-B~. ·ru57,·r9'69,
1981, 1993
.
Dog: 1922, 1934, 1946, 1958, 1970,
1982, 1994,
P:ig: 1911, 1923, 1935, 1947, 1959, 1971,
1983, 1995

. ox:

A Week of Birthdays
Monday's child is fair of face,
Tuesday's child is full of grace,
Wednesday's child is full of woe,
Thursday's child has far to go,
Friday's child is loving and giving,
Saturday's child works hard for a living,
But the child that's born on the Sabbath
day, Is bonny and blithe, and good and
yay.

/
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Appendix G

Flip Book Sample

Staple here. ___

Staple here. ___

Staple here. - - -
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Reed/ w,n,1 Publl•hl-Fllp Book Reproducible

Creative Teac
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Appendix H

Personal Pyramid Sample

.:>p~t:IlUUf:S UI .t\IlClem .cgypi.; .CQUCaUOilal rrugnun:s .

• ~-.,.
•-Ill
ULJ-\;

rage 1

or 1

,,•.•:::,:-;:

eEBSQNAt PYRAMID

•8f'~ each ·

T,

II

•II
•II
•I

I

•
•
•I

I

II
II
II

0

ACur
· ··
with a base of 8.5
inches and sides cf
· ·9.5 inche8
•eut 1 square wilh .• ·
·' · ; . sides of 8.5 Inches
c •Mtx the poster paint
.•,. lnasmall~
(bn:wm+white)
Ll'ltl a desirad
shade is achieved
"Spoor1 a sm~ amount
of paint onto a
Dlate or saucer ID
form a tlin layer
'Olp $p0ng8. (held~

construction

ri:~
cardboard

•RtJer
-sclssorsor

paper cutter

"Clear tape
·Poster paint

"Margannetub

or cup

~paper
1
New$paper

~nge1 X1.5

inches

6<:Vpclothespin,~====!:
"Markers. oolorpencils,
pens
"White glue

'Personal

A

a

0

artifacts
0

cup dothespin) mto

~ and dab onto
a piece of scrap
paper to achieve
the look 01 S1one
•sponge paint each
triangle in a pattem
resembling bricks
or stonework (see

photograph)

. "Once dry, organize the triangles and square as illustrated, painted
sidesdown

-rape three triangular sections together at unpainted, 9.5 inch

sides (1 to 1; 2 to 2: and 3 to3)
•Add eac:t,·hferogtyph to form sentences, you- name, etc. 10 the
.
inside waits ot lhe pyramid
*Glue phot<J918Phs, magame pictures, etc. to walls which provide
·
intormatiOn about you (your interests, hobbies, favorite spats,
collections. family} ..
1
Stand the ~les up with the J>ainted sides on the outside of the
pyramid r i tape three sections together which correspond to
tile base (A to A; B to B; and C to C).
·

Clir.k to on h~r.k

Additonal Egypt Activity Ideas
*Make a Pyramid From Sugar Cubes
*Make a necklace, bracelet, or anklet from beads
,Recipe for Beads
Food coloring
3 cups flour
2 cups salt
2 ,c.ups .cornstarch
1 ½ cups hot water

',•
.
... , •:',

.... ~'..;/"<:, ,,,.

OJ C'

]

J
• -:~:.,,.

.

:;·:·-,;.,.' ·~:··f,

I

,~ s'

.

.. ,-.,·:".

I
I
I

I

:I

I

Click to go back

.~:-1

Detroit Institute of Arts: Ancient Egypt Lesson Plans for Teachers
www.dia.org
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http://www.d.la.orgteducat1on/egypt-teachers/langarts/bouler/chartact.html
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Appendix I

Children's Choice and Author's/Illustrators Sample

Children's Choices for 2000
A project of the International Reading Association and The Children's Book Council

°

Logo illustration by Tomie dePaola

What Is the Children's Choices
project?
Each year 10,000 school children
from different regions of the United
States read and vote on the newly published children's and young adults' trade
books that they like best. The Children's
Choices for 2000 list is the 26th in a series that first appeared as "Classroom
Choices'' in the November 1975 issue of
The Reading Teacher (Rn, a peerreviewedjoumal for preschool, primary,
and elementary levels published eight
times a year by the International Reading
Association (IRA). This list is designed
for use not only by teachers, librarians,
administrators, and booksellers, but also
by parents, grandparents, caregivers, and
everyone who wishes to encourage
young people to read for pleasure.
Children's Choices is a project of a
joint committee supported by IRA and
The Children's Book Council (CBC).
IRA is a nonprofit educational organmition whose members include classroom
and reading teachers, school administrators and supervisors, parents, college/
university faculty, and others who are

dedicated to improving reading instruction and promoting literacy worldwide.
CBC is a nonprofit organization encouraging the use and enjoyment of books
and related literacy materials for young
people. Its members are U.S. publishers
and packagers of trade books for children
and young adults, and producers of
book-related materials for children.
In 1969, IRA and CBC formed a liaison committee to explore areas of mutual interest to reading teachers and
publishers. Among the committee's initial charges was the development of "a
core selection of trade books for the
classroom" (1973-74). This list of
Children's Choices has remained an important activity of the committee, which
each year produces this child-selected
bibliography identifying titles that can be
used successfully in reading programs,
can be related to the classroom curricu. Ia, and are known to engage children.

Iected by publishers from the books
they published in 1999 and were sent to
five review teams located in different
regions of the United States. Each team
consisted ofa children's literature specialist plus one or more classroom
teachers who in tum worked with other
classroom teachers, school librarians,
and 2,000 children. Throughout the
school year the books were in classrooms, being read to or by children.
Childrens' votes were tabulated in
March, and the top 100 titles for 2000
were announced at the annual International Reading Association Convention in May. The review teams provided
an annotation for each title on the list

How are books selected and annotated?

Beginning readers (ages 5-6)
Young readers (ages 6-8)
Intermediate readers (ages 8-10)
Advanced readers (ages 10-13)

More than 700 books were evaluated
by children for Children's Choices for
2000. The books to be tested were se-

What bibliographic Information Is
provided?
Books selected for the Children's
Choices list have been grouped by reading levels:

Chlldrens·s Hook Council - 75 Auth.../Illustrators Everyone Should Know - Primary Authori Page 1 of 3

CBC

Children's Book Council

1Return to Index Page I Kindergarten - Preschool I Grades 3-6 (Intermediate} 1Grades 6-8 (Older} 1

STAN AND JAN BERENSTAIN -A prolific team captures the rhythms of children's language in
engaging stories.

The Berenstain Bears & The Honey Tree
The Berenstain Bears Are A Family
JAN BRETT -A meticulous artist weaves subplots and intricate details into creative borders to
extend the meaning carried in the central pictures.

The Mitten
Annie and the Wild Animals
MARC BROWN - Marc Brown presents a warm, witty and sometimes poignant look at facing a bully,
losing a tooth, or accepting a new baby sister.

Arthur's Baby
Play Rhythm
MARCIA BROWN - Marcia Brown adapts the art style (woodcuts, intricate cut paper, flamboyant
cartoon, delicate watercolor) to enrich the special meaning of each story.

Once A Mouse
Three Billy Goats Gruff
ANTHONY BROWNE - His startling images and subtle messages in art and story make us see the
world in a new way.

The Piggybook
Gorilla
JOANNA COLE - Superb informational books present straight facts in photo essays or combine facts
with riotous humor in the Magic School Bus books.

Magic School Bus Lost in The Solar System
My Puppy Is Born
BARBARA COONEY - Gentle stories and beautiful art touch the heart and leave deep thoughts to
ponder. New England scenes are especially provocative.

Miss Rumphius
Ox Cart Man (D. Hall)
TOMIE DEPAOLA - Tamie tells wonderful Irish and Italian family stories using strong black line and
folk-art style.
The Art Lesson
Strega Nona

http://www.cbcbooks.org/html/pnmary.html
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Appendix J

Grant Form Sample

Education's Unsung Heroes Awards Program,
Sponsored by ReliaStar and Northern Life
2001 Application
Application Postmark Deadline: April 30, 2001

The applicant is responsible for completing sections A, B, and C and obtaining the required verification signature in section D. The applicant Is also responsible
for submitting all application materials, including typewritten responses to the statements on the reverse side of the application. If you represent a team effort,
list only one name as "Applicant"; list other names on a separate sheet

SECJIQN A:~~l,>PLIC:ANr INFORMJ\TIOI\J

. ·.. -

.. c:
. .···
•
... ·;

..

•.;

. :.:....

·,

APPLICANT'S LAST NAME

FIRST

HOME ADDRESS

CITY

HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER

WORK TELEPHONE NUMBER

(

(

)

....

..

·.·. ·, ;,

..•:'

.

.:,:-

:

.. c:-: ·,:-.,: :;':',:

\ ; ..

.··

·.: :·:

.: .

:-

:

Ml

STATE

ZIP

I

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

)

INDICATE YOUR STATUS (OPTIONAL FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY):

ti Male Cl Female Cl Alaskan Native Cl African American

Cl American Indian Cl Hispanic Cl Asian, Pacific Islander or East Indian Cl White

HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS PROGRAM (FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY):

Cl Internet Website Cl Focus Newsletter Cl A Northern Life Agent:

NAME

Q Newspaper/magazine:

NAME

Cl Other:

SECTION B - SCHOOL INFORMATION
SCHOOL NAME

SCHOOL DISTRICT/PARISH

SCHOOL ADDRESS

CITY

SCHOOL PHONE NUMBER

TYPE OF SCHOOL

. Q Elementary School 11J Middle School Q High School

(

ZIP

YOUR JOB TITLE

)

SCHOOL'S/CLASSROOM'S COMPLETE WEBSITE ADDRESS (IF APPLICABLE)

SCHOOL FAX NUMBER

(

STATE

)

SECTION C - PROJECT INFORMATION_

. ·.

PROJECT TITLE/IDENTIFY YOUR PROJECT IN A FEW WORDS (EXAMPLE: "TAKE FIVE, TEACH FIVE"/MENTORING PROJECT)

INDICATE THE CLASSROOM SIZE (NUMBER OF STUDENTS INVOLVED)

INDICATE THE GRADE(S) IN WHICH YOUR PROJECT WAS (WILL BE) APPLICABLE

SECTION D - SIGNATURES (REQUIRED)

.:.

·.

In submitting this application, I certify that the information provided is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge.
Falsification of information may result in termination of any award granted. I understand that all information will be shared
with Northern Life and may be used for publicity purposes. This application becomes the property of Northern Life and
Citizens' Scholarship Foundation of America, Inc. (CSFA).

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

DATE

This application must be verified by the school superintendent, principal, or applicant's immediate supervisor. Obtain the
appropriate signature below.

SIGNATURE

DATE

(
TITLE

)
PHONE NUMBER
.

'ORM

NO. 200858 R8-00

OVER

.·,·.:·'

:,,,..- ,·•:·.,:,,·.

Thank you for your receE-t in,~~ry to the ~al~~SAM'S Clu~ Founciauon..

Page 2 of3

• Your organization must have a 501 c 3 designation from the internal
Revenue Service.
We
absolutely do not fund individuals.
* Your organization must be located within the United States.
We do not fund any organizations outside the United States.
* All requests for merchandise must be made through your local
store/club.
The Wal-Mart/SAM'S Foundation does not offer merchandise.
* No unsolicited proposals or corporate sponsorship requests will be
considered.

If you are a school, faith-based organization, government agency, or carry a
501 c 3 tax status and have a program that would assist a broad base of the
local community, your organization may be eligible for a Matching Grant from
one of our local stores/clubs. You are encouraged to contact the community
involvement associate at your local Wal-Mart, SAM's Club, SuperCenter or
Neighborhood Market.
Our Associates determine at a local level which organizations and groups
they wish to support. The support may be in the form of merchandise, or a
donation, or may involve a partial match of other funds raised.
We rely on our associates to know which organizations are the most important
to their hometowns, and we empower them to determine how community dollars
will be spent. As a result, our associates channel 97 percent of our
funding initiatives directly into communities through the local
stores/clubs.
We receive many proposals every year for support and it is simply not
possible to fund all requests. The Foundation primarily funds proposals in
the areas of education, community health and welfare, particularly children,
community development, and the environment.
For further information about the Wal-Mart/SAM's Club Foundation, visit our
website at www.walmartfoundation.org.
Thank you for considering us for support of your initiative. We wish you
success in your future endeavors.
<<... OLE_Obj ... >>
Sincerely,
Betsy Reithemeyer
Director Foundation and Community Affairs
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

6/20/Ul
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Appendix K

Additional Children's Literature Sample

Additional Children's Literature:
Theme 1: Pet Show
Child, L. I want a pet. (Children's Choice)
Gantos. J. (1989). Not so rotten Ralph.
Meddaugh, S. (1992). Martha speaks.
Peet, B. (1964). Randy's dandy lions. (AEA).
Theme II: Nature Dectective:
George, L. (1995). In the woods: Who's been here?
Orr, K. (1993). Story of a dolphin.
Maestro. B. (1992). How do apples grow? (AEA).
Micucci, C. (1992). The life and times of the apple. (AEA).
Theme ill: Good Friends:
Brisson, P. (1989). Your best friend, Kate.
Bush. T. (1994). Three at sea.
Carlson, N. (1994). How to lose all your friends.
Dana, B. (1982). Zucchini. (AEA).
Lillegard, D. The big bug ball. (Children's Choice)
McDonald, M. The night Iguana left home. (Children's Choice)
Murphy, M. Caterpillar's Wish. (Children's Choice)
Nickle, J. The Ant Bully. (Children's Choice)
Theme IV: Family Photos:
Byars, B. (1982). The house of wings. (AEA).
Conford, E. (1989). Jenny Archer, author. (AEA).
Lum. K. What! Cried Granny: An almost bedtime story. (Children's Choice)
Paul, A. Everything to spend the night from a to z. (Children's Choice)
Marzollo. J. (1987). Soccer Sam. (AEA)
MacLachlan, P. (1980). Through Grandpa's eyes. (AEA).
MacLachlan. P. (1994). Skylark. (AEA)
Stevens, C. (1982). Anna, Grandpa, and the big storm. (AEA).
Well. R. (1975). Morris's disappearing bag. (AEA)

Theme V: That's Incredible:
Clifford, E. (1984). Harvey's horrible snake disaster. (AEA).
Cole, J. (1986). Hungry, hungry sharks. (AEA).
Christopher, M. (1993). The dog that pitched a no-hitter.
Donnelly, J. (1987). The Titanic: lost and found. (AEA)
Gannett. R. (1948). My Father's dragon. (AEA).
Lindgren, A. (1950). Pippi Longstocking. (AEA).
Mosher. K. (1996). Learning about the bravery from the life of Harriet Tubman.
O'Brien, P. Gigantic! How big were the dinosaurs? (Children's Choice)
Patterson, F. (1988). Koko's story. (AEA).
Pinkwater, D. (1995). Mush, a dog from space.
Pinkwater. D. (1996). Wallpaper from space. (science fiction)
Sloat, T. Farmer Brown goes round and round. (Children's Choice)
VanCleave. J. (1994). Dinosaurs for every kid: easy activities that make
learning science fun. (AEA).

Theme VI: Tell Me a Tale:
Pollock, P. (1996). The turkey girl: A Zuni Cinderella story.
Jackson, E. (1994). Cinder Edna.
Louie, A. (1988). Yeh-Shen: A Cinderella story.
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Appendix L

Parent Letter Sample

August2001
Dear Student and Parents,
It is getting very close to the beginning of a new school year with many new and exciting
things to learn. This year in 2nd grade we will be doing a Family Literacy Program. The
program involves everyone in the home for the reading and completion of projects.
Some books will seem easy, some just right, and some a bit challenging. Parents, please
read the stories that are challenging. The goal of the program is to get the family together
for some fun reading, not to frustrate your child.
Each Friday a book and activity will be sent home. The book should be read, several
readings are always best, and the activity completed by the next Friday. As the students
bring back their book and activity, they will share it with the class.
Reading Log: Goal 21

Students will keep track of the books they read during the quarter. After reading
the book they will record the title, author, and summary of the book. Their goal is
to reach 21 books by the end of the first 9 weeks. The books can be part of the
program and others of your choice.
The first book and activity are ready for you to pick up at Walker Elementary. Please
have the first activity ready to bring back on the first day of school.
More information will be sent to you throughout the year. Please contact the school with
any questions at 448-4325.
This is going to be a great year!!! See you soon!
Your new teachers,
Mrs. Bantz and Mrs. McAllister

